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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho

STATE OF IDAHO,
PlllintitT-Respondenl.,
v.

RANDY LYN MC KINNEY.

DAllIDthis

ORDER GRANTING MonON TO
TAKE JUDICIAL NonCE AND
RESET ~ BRJEFING SCHEDULE
Supn:me Coun Docket No. 38527-201 1
Bune Coun!)' Docket No. 1981· 38

a:: Counsel of Record
District Coun Clerk

Dcfendant-Appellan

On July 27. 2011. this Court issued an Order Granting MOlion to Augment and to Suspend
the Briefing Schedule direding the district coun clerk to submit certain itmts requested by counsel

for the Appellant to this Coun within founecn days of the date of that Order.

A MonON REQUESTING TIlAT TIlE COURT TAKE JUDIClAl. NonCE AND
RESET BRIEFING SCHEDULE was med by counJd for Appellant on August 1.2011. requesting
this Coun take judicial notice of the atIIIChcd doeumenl5 that

\\'erC

previously requested in the

Motion to AUlllllcut and to Suspend the Briefing Schedule filed on July 25, 2011, and to reset the
due date for filing of Appellant's Brief. Therefore. good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY LS ORDERED lhat Appellant's MOnON TO TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE be.
and hen:by is, GRANTED and the augmentation record sha1l include the doc:urnenl5 listed below,
copies ofwbich accompanied this Motion:

1. Criminal Complaint, file-stampcd August S, 1981 ;
2. Jury Lnstructions (from a transcript);
3. Five Jury Verdict forms. filc-stampcd 11-12-81 ;
4. Findings of the Coun in Considerin8 Death Penal!), Under Section 19-2515, Idaho Code.
file-stamped M~h 27, 1982; and
S. Judgment of Conviction Dea1h Warrant, file-stal1lpcd March 27. 1982.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED tba1 the duc date for filing Appellant's Brief shall be TCSCt and

.;;)

Appellant's Brief shall be filed with this Coun on or before thirty-five (35) days of the dale of this
Order.

ORDER GRANTING MOnON TO TAKE JUDICIAl NonCE AND RESET THE BRJEFlNG
SCllEDULE - Docket No. 38521-2011

ORDER ORANTlNG MOTION TO TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE AND RESET THE BRIEFING
SCHEDULE - Ooek.et No. 38521-2011

I'I

In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,

v.
RANDY LYN MC KINNEY,
Defendant-Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING SECOND
MOTION TO AUGMENT THE
RECORD
Supreme Court Docket No. 38527-2011
Butte County Docket No. 1981-38

A SECOND MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD was filed by counsel for Appellant
on February 28,2012. Therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's SECOND MOTION TO AUGMENT THE
RECORD be, and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the document
listed below, file stamped copies of which accompanied this Motion:
1. Instructions to the Jury from Bonneville County Case Number 3462, file-stamped
November 12, 1981.
DATED this

;JC.

day of March, 2012.

cc: Counsel of Record

ORDER GRANTING SECOND MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD - Docket No.
38527-2011
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIALJ5TSTRICT OF THE-

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

Case No.. 34.62.

)
- v!?-

RANDY LYNN McKINNEY,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE JURY

1

------------------------------)
MEMBERS OF THE JURY:
instructions in this case.

I will now give you the final
The preliminary instructions I

gave to you at the beginning of the i -riai -are ' .:Gicrud-ed--wlth: - ·
these, but I will not again rea.d -tnemto you;-

- - .- - -

-- - - ---- -

--

.

--

- -

-- - - - --

-.

---

- - -- ------ - - --. _- -- - --.

•

-

~ ~

INSTRUCTION NO.

_"

/

The defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney, is here for tr-ial--

upon an Information filed in this

cour~t,

byflie SpeciaT

Prosecuting AE Eorney of ~ Butt~e county ,Idaho, -accusing the
defendant with various- cEimes-, Count 1-- FIRST DEGREE
Count II - CONSPIRACY

TOCOMM~I'r

M{jRDER;

J{URD~R;

Count III - ROBBERY;

Count IV - CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT ROBBERY.
The Information alleges the crimes to have been conunitted
as follows:
COUNT I
That the defendant, RANDY LYNN McKINNEY, on or about
the 8th. day of April, 1981, at a place located approx-

--

~

--

-

--

-

imately 5 miles north of Arco, Idaho, and 1 mile east
of Highway

93

ona county road in ~the County or BuEte~r

State -Of Idaho,
willfully~,

and~wi.th.

~then·- andtl1ere

- unlawfully,

-being did

~del~iberately-

malice Morethough.±.

01;" _C!t~

9~f~~qant ~~s i~~he~~erpetration

~then-

.aml-wi.th

a

and there

.premedi.t~aj:j.9n ~

t:in1~ whe.!1~

.

!:he said

of, or attemting to

perpetrate robbery, kill and murder one Robert M. Bishop,
Jr., of Blackfoot, Idaho, a human being by shooting said
--

----~

Robert M. Bishop, Jr., in the head with. a revolver-fype~~
----------

handgun and thereby mortalYy~

wourialn~g~

Ene·· sai~d- Robert -M~
..

-~

y-

1

,

.
1
,~.

--

f

Bishop, Jr., from which he died on tJ'le _8th d_ClY ofyp~il!
1981.
COUNT II
That the said

def~pd(mt,

RANDY LYNN MCK:INNj!:YL and

PQYE'~L

SMALL, on or about the 8th day of April, 1921, in the
County of Butte, State of Idaho, did combine and conspire
to commit the i;ollowing crime against the people of the
THE CRIME OF MURDER IN THE ;FIRST DEGREE.

St-ate of Idaho:

Th-atit:was part or said conspiracy that the said defendant
and

9oveySma~1,

co-conspirators, would-commit the crime

of Ml1J::-d_er in the first Degree.
In furtherance of the

con~pirac~,

and to effect the

purpose thereof, the defendant and hiB co-conspirator
-

~-"

--

perfor:rned the following overt acts; 11 That the said
defendant, RANDY LYNN McKINNEY, and DOVEY SMALL obtained
-a nandgun.

2>-

-They then Invited and encouraged one Robert

£oot ~.. Idaho ,-to-Ar-Go , Id-ahe, --and- a£easaround Arco-;

:3)

Th~ythenqi(t invi,te~n~ encQurag~RobertM.--Bishop,

Jr~,

to take the said RANDY McKINNEY to an isolated£lace outside of Arco, Idaho. 4)

At that time the said RANDY LYNN

McKINNEY took a handgun into his possession, either loaded
--

--

or determined that it was in fact loaded.

51 The said

t

'--

McKINNEY- therr didairo- the gun- and shoot. t-he said Rohert
-M.Bishop i Jr-. ,in- theches't-.·· --6/- - After shooting the _
_victim in_tbe chest t.he.saJCl.

~cK:rNNEY

ctid then walk toward

Robert Bishop, Jr., and aim the gun, from very short
range and shoot the said Robert M. Bishop, Jr., four
times in the head.
COUNT III
That the said defendant, RANDY-LYNN McKINNEY,· on-or
ab6ul: the BUi -day-of Apri1,-198l, -in the County of
Butte,- State of Idaho, did feloniously and bY'. means
of force or fe.ar, take. from.

th~

pQsse_ssion, from the

person, or from the immediate presence of Robert M.
Bishop, Jr., certain personal property, to-wit: a
wallet containing money and credit cards, and a
jacket belonging to Robert M. Bishop, Jr., and also a
1979 Ford Musfang ci.utomoblTe,
- Western

~inancial

~fie-property

or

Great

Corporation d/b/a- New-American Real

- Estate, a.ll .of. which- was accomplished againsttllew,iJ,l
of_

~aiCL

Robert M. Bi_sQop,_. Jr., .in

t:h~t.

1::he said defend-

ant threatened to shoot and shot Robert M. Bishop,Jr.,
with a handgun.
COUNT IV
The said defendant, RANDY LYNN McKINNEY and DOVEY SMALL,
on or about the 8th day of April, 1981, in the County of

Butte, State of Idaho, did combinE! __anc:l

cons12~E~_to

commit

the following crime against the people of the State of
Idaho:

THE CRIME OF ROBBERY.

That it was part of said conspiracy that the said defendant
-------

-----------

and Dovey Small, co-conspirators, would commit the crime
of -ru:>b15ery in violation6-f Idaho

LaW~--

In _£1Jr-theranceD£ conspiracy, and toeffectthepurpose_
thereof, the

d.~fendant

a!!dQovey §mall,

performed the following overt acts:

1)

co-co_nspirator~,

The said defendant

and Dovey Small did invite and encourage said Robert M.
Bishop, Jr., to take them in an automobile from Blackfoot,
Idaho, to Arco, Idaho, and the vicinity of Arco, Idaho;
2)

That they aid then encoUrage l:i.iillto take-Randy Lynn-

McK-icnney to an isolated-area where there were--no- wi tnesse-s-;
3)

g~which

±iITIeRandy Lllnn McKinne_ydid take a handgun

into his possession and either load or determine that it
was loaded; and 4) did in the furtherance of said conspiracy
and in order to complete the robbery, threaten and/or shoot
the said Robert M. Bishop, Jr., with said handgun, taking
----------------

hi slITe and; 5 )

that he did thereafter take from the

possesS±on of----and wi thoUt.t:11e consent:--of the- sa1.d

RobertH~

Bishop,· Jr., R-iswalletT-hi-s- crediteards and-money, h±s-jacKet. find a certain autorno.hile de.s.cribed as..a..l979 FQrd __
Mustang, the property of

.

--- G'reat-tres te:t:u-F inanG-ia 1 G0Fpor a t--i.on
E~ta te_~

_8.eal

d-fbI a New- Aroer-iea

.61 .. _S.5i.id <1f:t:f.endCLnt_ and P..Qvey Small_ -'tid the.n

use the said personal property as their own.

To each Count of this Information the defendant has
--

-

prior to this trial interposed a plea of "not guilty".
These-pleas -requiTetheSta te to- prove every ma te£ial
allega-tionof any Count before the defendant can-be found
guilty thereof.

·r

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION NO.

l~

The Information filed against the defendant is

~erely

an

accusation, and should not be considered by you as evidence,
or allowed to prejudice you or influence your minds against
the defendant.

The Information, in this case, is a mere formal

charge for the purpose of putting the defendant on trial, constitutes no evidence of his guilt, and no juror shall weigh it
as any evidence against the defendant.

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION NO.2

Before you can convict the defendant of any crime charged
in any count against him by the Information, you must require
the prosecution to prove every material allegation contained
in the

count beyond a reasonable doubt; and if, after a

consideration of all the evidence in the case, you entertain
a reasonable doubt of the truth of anyone of these material
allegations of any count then it is your duty to give the
defendant the benefit of such doubt and acquit him as to the
crime charged by such count.

,I

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION NO.3

A defendant in a criminal action is presumed to be innocent
---

--

untirtfie contrary [s proved, and in case of a reasonable doubt
wlTethec his guilt is satisfactoriIy Shown, he Ts -enti tIed to -an-acquittal.

This presumpt-ion pI-aces upon-the S-tate the-burden- o-f

_ . p:r_9vil1g bim gll.il_ty bey:onda reasonable doubt.
defined as follows:

It is not a

m~r~

Reasona.ble-doubt is

_p~ssibl~ dO_1.lbt; beci3.use every-

thing relating to human affairs, and depending on moral evidence, is
open to some possible or imaginary doubt.

It is that state of the

case which, after the entire comparison and consideration of all the
evidence, leaves the minds of the jurors in that condition that they
cannoE say they feel an abiding convrctlon, to a moral certainty,
o:f-the truth of the-·charqe.

....

-_

.'

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION NO.4
The rule of law, which clothes every person accused of
crime with the presumption of innocence, and imposes upon
the state the burden of proving his guilt beyond a reasonable
doubt, is not intended to aid anyone who is in fact guilty
to escape, but is a humane provision of law, intended, so
far as human agencies can,to guard against the danger of an
innocent persons being unjustly punished.

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION NO.5
It is not necessary that all the facts and

circ~mstances

surrounding the testimony and evidence that is given on behalf
-

--

of the State shall be established beyond a reasonable doubt.

It

is necessary that-all Ene facts ana circumstanCes in evIdence,
toget:her ,s-hall e-stabl±sh the defendant' s-guilt- beyond-a reasonable
doubt.

"

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION NO.6

Your function -as -jurors is Eod-eterminewrrat the facts are
and' apply- the rules uf law that I-gi veto- you -t-o the factsa_s _you
- determi-nethem tGbe.
as to the guilt

YouwilltherrattelJ1pt to reach a conclusion

orinnocenc~of

will be your verdict.

the defendant.

That conclusion

You will determine what the facts are from

all the testimony and the exhibits that are submitted.
sole judges, the exclusive judges, of the facts.

You are the

In that field

neither I nor anyone else may invade your province.

I shall endeavor

to preside impartially and not to express any6pinioh concerrring
the faCts. -- Oil the-other- hand; and with- equal emphasis,- I instruct
you that -you- are boundt-o accept t-he r-u-les of _lawt_h_at I give. you,
- whe.the:t:" you agree _wi ththem Or lJQt.

"

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION NO.7

---

..

__ .

-

You must determine which of the witnesses you believe, what
"-- -

-, "- -

-."'~-

portion of their testimony you acce-pt, and what weight you -a-ttacn

- a-s-ked without- p e rmitt:--ing- the wi t--ness

and that

{;o

y"(:m _ disrega~g.it and_9-i!')!lliss~_ t

-answer,

O-r ,-- wnere- a -A- answer _

fr~~ ¥_~:mr

minds.

You may

not draw any inference from an unanswered question nor may you
consider testimony which has been stricken in reaching your decision.
The law requires that your decision be made solely upon the competent
evidence before you.

Such items as I exclude from your consld-eration

---

--

~

-- --

---

--

-

--

-

·

-

-

,

"

PRELHUNARY INSTRUCTION NO.8

Th'e law does not, however, require you to accept all of

- dete-r mi n ing-- whatevtdence you - will a-cceptj- you must make your-- own e-val-uat-ion---of----the- te-stimony give n by each --Of -the witnesses
and determi.n e
testimony.

.........-

t.h~ ___de_gree

of weJgbt You _<:: hoose ___togiy~

:to

his .

The
testimony
of a witness may fail to conform to
... ..
----,
__

the facts as the y occurred b e cause he is intentionally telling
a falsehood, because his recollection of the event is faulty,
because he did not accurately see or hear that about which he
...- ---

._--

._......

.._._..

---

-- "-

....... .

testifies, or because he has not expressed himself clearly
ii)- gi'\ririg fiT s

--Eestimo:ny-~ -

The r e is no m-agic arfoYmutaoy which

one may --eva--1:u ate -t e st-imcny----.

e~r~aL a tf a~_f.s ' _YO\!

You -bring --wi t:h

YOU--l=O

-this CGurt-rOGm

deteF_min e foryoursel ves t}!e ..£eliabili ~X

or unreliability of statements made to you by others.
The same tests that you use in your everyday dealings are
the tests which you apply in your deliberations.

The interest

or lack of interest of any witness in the outcome of this case,
the bia s or -- pre judice of a- wi tness I - i f t here De any,
tn-e appe-ar an ce---,-- tn-e manner-1 n -wh ±C h - the- witnessgi ves -h-is ---

te-st:i-mon-y en ffie -s-ta-nd ,-- the- 0ppoRUFl-i ty-- that -the--wi-tness had __to __._

or iIIl.2robabili ty _of

_th~ witn_~ss_'s

tes~imony_ when

viewed in

the light of all of the other evidence in the case,: are all
items to be taken into your consideration in determining
the weight, if any, you will assign to that witness's testimony.

When I have completed these opening
~tt:0~neys

will_haye

op~ori:uni~ty

ins~tructionst~

you,

~the

tQ !f1ate_o£ening.statements_. tg YOllt

in which each will outline for you what he expects to prove as his
-

client's case.

.~

The purpose of such opening statements is to give

you each party's claims so that you will better understand the evidence
as it unfolds before you.
i tsel f ~. eviaence ,however.

What is said in such statements is not

"

- -. -~

-- - - -

.

_

. . _----

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION NO. 10

" At -time-s

durIng

-the -trial, objection may be made to the intro"

" -

duction-·· ofevidence ,or- motions concerning applicable law or procedure
mCiY _p _e li}qde_. _ -Arguments in- -connecti-O"rl wi th s -u-ch- obJectio~s are sometimes made _o ut:

"()f

_t he Jury' s presence. " Any -ruling upons\l-c}1" obJec"t"ions

or motions will be bas_ed sq1e1y upon _ the 1awr
any such ruling or from anything I

~ay

d_ur~ng

You- must not "infe"rfr6m
t he course of the trial

that I hold any views for or against either side of this

- - .- _.- - - ' ---

.

- - - .~

~a~~ •

-, -.--

. . . - -- -- - -

. ___ ___ __ 0. _____ _

f
,

.

PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION NO.ll
Evidence may- De ei Eher direct or clrcumstantL3.l.
direct eviden·ce- rf±tproves
-which in. i

a~f(H;t,

wi Ehout an inference, and

tsel£,iftru~7conclusi vely

It is 9i:rcUm!::ttantJaJ

~vidence

it is

estab-lishe-s-th-at-fact.

i£ it. prO'Les facts

from which an

inference of the existence of another fact may be drawn.
An inference of fact is one which may logically and

reason~

ably be drawn from another fact or group of facts established by
the evidence.
The law makes no distinction between direct and circumstantial

evidence~as

to t:.he degree

of

proof required; each is

accepted as- a--re-asonab-lemethod of proof and each is respe-cted
.£or such convincing force as i t may

~arr'f.

·,'

INSTRUCTION NO.

MEMBERS OF THE .JURY i

~it

-is- -my-duty

~to-

instruct__YO}'! in the

law that app-lie-s ~ to this-case_,_. and_yoll 'must ):0110w the law as I
state-it-to_Y'ouLn gT1. of my_instructions to you .
.l~s

jurors, i t is your excl usi ve duty to decide all questions

of fact submitted to you.

In performing this duty, you must not

be influenced by pity for a defendant or by passion o~ prejudice
against him.

You must not infer guilt -because th-e defendant- nas·

been arrested for this offense, -or because a cnargehas been
filed agaInst

hfin,

or

because

he -has been brought to trial; none

or-these- facts is-evidence of his guilt.
In- deeermin-ingwhether-the defendant is guilty or not guilty,
you must -be. gover_ned

sol~ly

lJythe evidence received in this trial

?pd the law as stated to you by the Court.

You must not be governed

by mere sentiment, conjecture, sympathy, passion, prejudice, public
opinion or public feeling.
In case any of you have received infornlati6n, or wKat-pu.-rpOTts
-

-

to be information concerning· thefacfs, -from -any other - source -tnan
the evidence-cidinitted 15y th-e Court at-this

to -e-xclude- -such-

trialjyGuare-instruct~cL

informat-ion- from-all. consideration.

Both-the-State of Idaho and the defendant have a right to
.. expe.ct.that ~ you_wiJ.l

9.on_scient~()usly

consider and weigh the evidence

_a_nd apply _th.e law of the case, and that you will reach a just
verdict regardless of what the consequences of such verdict may be .

.

.

,

.'

INSTRUCTION NO.

)18

It is not within your province to concern yourselves with the
question of penalty or punishment.

That feature of the case is solely

for the Court.
Your -duty as jurors-- is soleTyEo dei:ermirie tne gut-l t o r -lnnocence

1!1t.-&'~

tld·6e,

of the accused,and- upon~ questio~and~ questio~-alone/you
as- juro:I;s are to- vote and return-your verdic~.- -

._--- - ;

-

. _-- --

-. - - - - - _ j -

0

___

-

--- -,

_

. . _---- . . - 0-- _ ' "

.

·-- · - _··t···

..
__

_ __ '- ___ _ _

'

INSTRUCTION NO.

In every crime or public ' offense; ' the're must exist, a union or , . ,
joint operation of " a ct ' a'n d intent ',- or cr-i'm ina l ,negligence. ,
Theiilfent ' with which a n act is" commi tted, .is __b,ut a mental

state

'of theparty-- comrnittingit" and,

,di:r:: ~ ct

pl:."0of of such intent

is ' not required" bu.tthe in te nt i ,s g:e,nerally derived from and
es,tahlishe,d . Py , t he ,attending facts and circumstances, and the conduct
of

th ~ , def e ndant,

as shown by the evid e nce.

The intent or intention is manifested by the c.ircumsta'nces '
connected with the offe n s e, and the sound mind " arid 'disc't'et i'onof ' the ,
a c cused.

- - - - . "-

'-- " -

- -

-

- - --- .. - . --- . _--- - -- . - - - 0 - ___ -- - 0 _--

--- - -- - - ..

_-.

--- ---. _-- -.---- --

- --

_ _ - _ - 4; - - - -- -. - - ,-

- - ,- --

"

--

- - . -- - -- -- -- -- - .--

,;

INS'I'RUGPI0N --NO-.--

__ / : ;-- - - - - - -

- 0·

------

except those belonging to the followi.n_g _ ~~_a~s.Eis -:.
Persons who committed the act or made the omission
.-- -

ch~rged under an ignorance or mistake of fact which disproves

any

criminal

intent;

Persons

who

committed the act charged without being

conscious · ·thereof;
.... P~xsons who' committed the- act ·or made the omission
charged through f!1i s (ort_llne .orby accJ.den=t, when it appears
that there was no evil design, in1:_en:t;i.on.l- Qrcriminal

.' - . . .

negligence.

-- . - -- -_.-

.. .

-- -- _ . - -. -- ' - -

_. --- -- - - _ .. - - - - - -

. -

. .. -- - ---- . - - - --- - - - - --

-

- ---

-

- - --

-

- .-

--

-

-.-

__ _____ _ _______ _ _____ J. _ • - - - - I - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - .- - .. _. -

- - -- - ----- - - ----

__ • __

-

- -- -- -" - - -"

- - - - - --- --

.

-

- . -.

--

...

"

• __ __ .!

~ ~

-

.

_1. ____ " _ _____ __ _______ _

_. -- - _. ..

INSTRUCTION NO.

into.xication

_~!"o.m al<?oho~_

a_nCif9t" _dxugs is less--c:r:i-mi-nal -b-y

reaso.n o.f his having been in such

co.nCl~:t:~()n.

13\1t _ wh_~n~'Verthe

actual existence o.f any particular purpo.se, state of
-- -

- -"

min~~ _

--

o.r intent is a necessary element to. co.nstitute any particular
-l:rpe-cies -or degree- o.f crime, the jury may take into. co.nsideratio.n
· the- -i-act that --the- accllsed - wasinto.xicated at the time, in
d~t~rminingthe - purposeistate-- of

mind or intEmt -:Wfthwhich he

co.mmitted the a,Gt.
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In this case ~_you will be

g()v~rI1ed

by _the following def ini tions,

among others which appear elsewhere in these instructions:
FELONIOUSLY:

The word "feloniously" is used in accusations

which charge the commission of a felony.

It means that the act

was done without justification or excuse.
KNOWINGLY:
. t.
the- f ac t s- eXIS

The word "knowingly" imports only a knowledge·.tha t
k
fit h'::tC!l

of -the penal-code.
fulness

of~such

L

. t:,i"th
Wl
u
. e-

. .
prOV:ls:J..ons·

It does not require any knowledge-of the unlaw-

act or omission •

UNLAWFULLY:
WILFULLY:

..
0rIng f. ht! act or omISSIon

'-"

Contrary to law or unauthorized by law.
The word "wilfully" when applied to the intent

with which an act is done, implies simply a purpose or willingness
to commit the act referred to.

It does not require any intent to

violate the law, or to injure another, or to acquire any

I

advantage~

INSTRUCTION NO.
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--~-------

Each count charges a separate and distinct offense.

You

must decide each count separately on the evidence and the law
applicable to it, uninfluenced by your
count.

deci~io~ l as

to any other

The defendant may be convicted or acquitted of the

offenses charged in each count.

Your finding as to each count

must be stated in a separate verdict.
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Mlir-der -Is -the unlawful killing of a human being with
malice a -forethought.
_Such malice- maybe express or-- TmpU~ ed.

It is express when

there
is
mani.fE:st:.ed_ a . -delibera-te intention Uhlawfiillyto kill
- --- --

-_.

-

-

a hwnan being.

It is:j.mpJ,iedwhen -no c-onsiderable provocation -

appears, or when the circumstances attending _. the- killing showan abandoned and malignant heart.

An abandoned
and
...
- --- -- -----

Im~lign.ant

.

heart .is -a condition of heart and mind having no regard f<?l:" __
soc.:iial and

moral

--

obligations.

Malice is implied when the kill-

ing- result.s -i-roman'i"c-t iriv61v"inga--h:Lgh degree of probability
_tha1: __ .itwill-- r.esult indeath,whiclf act"

is

done for a base,

gntisocial
pUrp9~E:aru:Lwith - - a wanton- disregard f6rhum"in
- - -- -- - .---- -- - - -Malice

aforethouc:1~tdC?_esnQtnecessari-ly- -- imp-lya -

ing hatred or enmity toward the

pre....-exist;.;.

per~on !c~lle_c;l.

"Aforethought" does not imply deliberation or
-c6ilsTderab-l e time.

iIte-. -

tl:te_ laE~eQ.f 

It only means that the required mental state

must- precede-- rathEir than follow the act.

- _.-.----
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There are :twQ _degrees - of-- Murder: -- First
perpet:r-~1:~d

Murder

~

ahd - Secorid~

by <?-J)Y kind o£- wilful -,- delibera-te- and

premeditated killing is of the first

c1~gr~~.

Murder corruni tted in the perpetration of, or attempt __tQ
perpetrate, robbery is of the first degree.
-Fbrpurposes of this case all other kinds of Murder are of
the--second - degree ~
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A1Lmur.der- which ,-is -perp-etrated -bY'- any-- klrid 'of wilful,
deliberate and

pr.~Ill~di tated

k-111ingis-- murd-e r of--the --fiist-

degree.
The word "deliberate" means formed or

~I::riv~da_t

or. deter--

mined upon a result of careful thought and weighing
of
-. ---

consi~~
-

- ~iafio~~ for and against the proposed course of action.

The

~

word

II

-- -

-

..

~ ~

premeCii fa ted "means considered beforehand.

If you- -f-ind that the' kilTirig -was preceded and accompanied

by a clear,. ,del.iberateintent 'ont-h epattof the - defendant to
kill, which _was !=.l:1.e ,r:e_sult _oLdel-ibera-t -ion --andpr-emeditati6n,
so that it must have - - been
formed
l,lPQn pre-:existing re-f-lection --and
-- -- .
_.
~

~

~

- -

_ .

~

-

,

not under a sudden heat of passion or other

con~~ tiop_ Pre,cluding

the idea of deliberation, it is murder of the first degree.
' '1'ne- Liw does not undertake to measure in units of time the
-lengthofthe - perioQ

'durIng

which the thought must be pondered

befor.e i t -can -ripen into -an fi:itent -to- kifl which is truly deliber~_~_e~I1.d-- pr.e.meditated,

dividuals and under

-T he -t -ime -wil1

vary --wLtl1 --a-ifrerent

:V?l~.Ying _ c_ircums-tanc;::es.-- -

not the duration of time, - but
rather
- --- - - -- -

~

- -

-

~

-

-even-- tho-ugh - it

,

-The - t 'rue --test -is --- --- -

tJJe_
e~t-ent.of
-

the- ref-Iect- --

in a short period of time, but a mere unconsidered and rash
- ----- impUn,-e-;

in-

includes an intent to kill, is not

-

-

-

1

-

-

,,--

.
-

-

such deliberation and premeditation as will fix an unlawful
killing as murder in the first degree.
deliberate and premeditated

To constitute a wilful,

killing, the slayer must weigh and
-

-

consider the ques-t:io.hof killing, decide to kill, and wilfully
kill.

·,

INSTRUCTION NO.

The crime of Robbery is the taking of personal property
in the possession of another, from his person or immediate
presence and against his will, accomplished by means of
force or fear.

,
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Involunt~ry m~nslaughter

hurua.-n:

is the unl.:'lwfull<illingof a·

being without malice a,forethoughtand ,/Without an intent

to kill.
Tn order-to prove the commission of the crime of involunt.a ry manslaughter; ' ~ach b£the following elements must be
proved:
1.

That a human. being . was killed;' and -

2.

That the killing

wa~

un.l awfuL

A killing is unlawful wi thin the TIlIa.a l1ing Q.f this. .instr uc- tion if it occurred by the operation of any

firearm~~

a

reckless, - 'carele'ssor negligent manner which produces death.
II

N

Negligent

imports . a

want of such attention to the nature

of . pr.Qbable consequencesoE ·the
man

.. -_. -_ .. --- -- - _.

.. . ..

orc1in.Gt~ .ilY

--

...

_-- . .. - - - ... - -

-

~

. .. ---- - . - . . -_ . ---_ ... . . -

or omission as a prudent

.b estows .inactin-g '-inhts '

Own

.- - - _ . - . .

concerns .

. . .. -_. , .

. ... . . _- '"

_

act

- - . . . . . --- . . --

.--

. ' . ' -- -

~

.. - - . - . . - - -

.

~

. . -- - - ..

~.

. ---. --

~.

- -~

4

•

, ,

Criminal conspiracy is a crime whE?re two or_ more persons
combine or conspire to commit any crime prescribed by the laws
of Idaho, and one or more of such persons does any act to further
the object of the combination or conspiracy.

/-

INSTRUCTION NO.
p~r_son~

The

/'J/.J
'1'

_concerned in-the commission- o-facrime who- -are-

regarded by law as principCiJ.s ipthe _crime thusconunitted- and
equally guilty thereof include:
1.

Those who directly and actively commit the act
-

-

-

constituting the crime

or~

I.-TnOse who, -with knowledge of the unlawful purpose of
the- one who does directlY and actively commit the crime, and
with criminal intent aid and abet:. io- its cofufuiss-ion
3.

or~-

Those W_ho, whether-present or not at the- commission uf

the crime, advise and

encourageit~c9mmis~ion._

. ..

- -. ------- - _.--

.,

-,, -"

In this casef

.1:Q warrant a ve1:dict of guilty un'd er - Count I

of the crime of First Degree _Murde.r by -w ilful, delib-e rateand-premeditated killing, you must find Jrom the evidence, beyond a
reasonable doubt, that: either
Part A
1.

The ci-efendant, Randy Lynn McKinney;

2;

InButteC6unty, Idaho, on or about April 8, 1981;

3~

Withmal~ce aforeth6u~ht~ w{ii~il~; deliberately, and

wi th preme(:litati.on" unlawfully
M.

- and- in-tE~htiOiiaily

killed Robert

Bishop, Jr., a humc3, l1b, ~ing, by shooting and-- wo-uhdihg-- wi th

a firearm, and by such

wound~ng_ ,_

dJ:re,ctlycausing -the death of

Robert M. Bishop, Jr.
or
PCi-rtB

-l.--- That-- Do-v eiSmall;
,_ 2.1-n Butte Co-utYty, - rdaho, ' on or about April 8, 1981;
3.

W).,th _malice- a -f -orethought; "-wiTfully,-- deliberately, and
--

wi th premedi tati_()nLLlnApwfullyand - in-t -entioriaTly --kiTlecf Robert
M. Bishop, Jr., a

humC\._0b, ~:i.rl9, _ by _ shooting - and-

a firearm, and by such wounding

,d_~!~s:: _t)yca_using -- the - deat-h - of 

Robert M. Bishop, Jr.;

- ----

-~ ~

- ---

'wo-unding '-With
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4,. , . That ·the defendant; Ran-dy" Lynn McKinney , with knowledge
of

Doy~x _S~_aJl~~. unlawful .

M. Bishop, Jr.,
a.

PUxpos-e-- and--'hltent:iori toinurder Robert

eit_fl~r:_"

then and there

,wi~h .

cx,i minalintent ,- aided and' "

abetted the commission of the murder of R_o,b er_t ..M.Bishop-,
Jr. by Dovey Small; or
b.

whether or not present at the commission of thE;!_

crime, advised and encouraged Dovey Small to commit the
nluraer-- 6fRobert M. Bishop, Jr.
PartA-- CDI'ltairisthe essential elements or material allegations
-,.

- -

oJ _f irst Degree Murde-r ,by-wi 1fll1; ' deliberate and premeditated
murder, .alJ,~gedly . committ·ed directly by Randy l.ynnMcKlnney, in
Count I, and the.'--State
of Jda_bo_ is . required to p-rove ' ea:chdf't:hese
- -- ---

_.'

essential elements beyond a reasonable doupt. ,
Part B contains the essential

elementSo~

material Allegations -

6f First Degree Murder, by wilful, deliberate and

premeditat~d

murder;aTlegedTy- committed directly by Dovey Small, and aided
and ·abetted- Dr -a__dVi~iedand encouraged by Randy Lynn McKinney, in
. Co_unt L .and ·t he--S·ta·t 'eisreqUirecf to prove each of these essential
elemen~~.. .beY()I1d

_A .rea.sona,ble -·doubt -.- -·

._ .- -.-_.--

- "
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In this case! _tow:arran-t a -verdict of- gUilty -unde-i Count I
of the crime of First Deg:r:E:e!1\,l,:r:4er_byperpe-t rat-ing, - orattempt:ing
to perpetrate, Robbery, you must find fromth _e evidence,- .. - -- '

.'

beyond a reasonable doubt, that:
-I.
2-.

The defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney;
In Butte County ,idah~, or or about April 8, 1981 i
."

.3_.

-

'

.

--Intheperpetratibh of-, or attempt to perpetrate Robbery,

intentio I1_Ct l1Y _.Or accidentally shot ahd wounded with a firearm,
and by such w()unding, directly caused - the death bf"Rbbert M.
Bishop, Jr.
These are essential elements or material _Cill€!g_ati_Qnsofsuch
-crime charged in Count I, and the State of Idaho is

re_q:uir~d

-prove each cf-- these elements beyond a reasonable doubt.

_.- ---_ ., _.

_.

.. . . . .

,-

- -_. .

t _o

-

- - -- - - - . -~

.

--

---

~

-

--- - - .
,'

-

.
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_ _ _ - 0 ··

---- .- --- -. . -
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-In this case-; toO- warrant" a verdict of guilty of the crime
of S~cond Degree -Murder; you- mus-tfHid -frc)in - the evidence, beyond
a

reasonabl~

dqubtA that

1.

In Bu~te _ GOllnty,

2.

Randy Lynn Mc_KinnE!Y/ _unlawfully, w-i,thc-ijlqliceaforethougnt;

3.

Intentionally shot andw.oundedRobert M.Bishop, - Jr.;

4.

'1'hGtt Robert M. Bishop, Jr., therellPon (,iied _as _. a

Idaho, on-- or -about Apr:U - S, 19"8-1;

direct result of such woundtng.
These are the

essential _ ~l~ro~nts _

or materia-l -a -lle-gati-ons--of

the lesser crime charged in Count I, anci.

-th~State

of Idaho- i -s-

required to prove each of these elements beyond a.reasonap;L e _ _
dbubE.

- 0--···- - - _·-- . - -

. -

_ ..

.

---- - - . - ._.-

.. ... -_ .

-

-- -_ .-. __ . -
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---_ .....

J
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evidence, beyond a reasonable
doubtl
tJJ.9,t: .
. - - --- --- _. - - -- -

1.

Defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney;

2.

In Butte County, Idaho, on or about April 8, 1981;

3:

Without malice aforethought, unintentionally in the

.. -

operation of

_ ..

_--

....

a-firearm

in a reck:le~~~ careless, or negligent

_mannerr -shot: and killedRobertM. Bishop, Jr .
..._-, ~se are__ thee-ssenti-al elementsormaterlaT aifegatfons of

_suCh~friIne _ch_,?-rgecLinCount

I, and -the State -of Idaho - isrequire-d -

to prove each of these elements

---- -. ----

_

___

•

___

0-

--

):)~Y():rlc1

9, _reasonable dQ-ubt-.

INSTRUCTION NO. ~3~
In~ this~case,~ to

spir.aGY

t~o

commit

wCirranta

Ficrst~

verdict~ofguilty of Con-

Degree Murder, Count TI, you must

find from the e:v ideuc: e ,heyond~ ~a reasonable doubt:
Randy Lynn MCKinney

1.

AndD9v~y Smal~intentionaLly

agreed to commit the crime of First Degree Murder of Robert
M. Bishop, Jr. in Idaho.
2.· That Randy Lynn McKinney and Dovey Small had the
. specific ihtentto commit the crime of First Degree Murder
. of Robert
3.

M.~ B~ishop~,~

Jr.·

ThCi'tduring the

Randy Lynn McKinney or

existence~of

the agreement either

DoveySma~ll. c.ommi~tedinthis

state one of the following overt acts to effec-ttheFirst
Degree Murder of Robert M. Bishop, Jr.:
a.

Randy Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small invited and

encourageaRobe.rt M. Bishop, Jr. to take them in his automobilefrom~Blackfoot;:taaho,~to Areo,

Idaho, and areas around

ArcQ.~

b.

~Ranc1y Lynn~McKinney~or ~Dovey

encour aged Robert

1>1.~.

Bi shoPl

~J:(.~ ~tQ

Smal~l~inv-j:-ced

take Randy

an isolated place outside of Arco, Idaho.

ana.

McKinney~ ~to ~ ~

- .--

---- ---- - -

. -- - -

_

~

~

_

_

_

_

_

~

~

w

~

~

_

~

- -

-- . .

-.

-

~

.

- - -- ~~~

.

~ 

•

- -- ,-

c.

~

At that time the said

-- ---

_. - ._ . . -.-

RandY _r,¥l1~ - -t-1c::Kim:te-Ytook -- a-

-- -- - -- .- - --

-toaded handgun into his possession.
d. - -The said Randy Lynn_..MCKinney ,aimed the gun and _shot
Robert M~ - Bisli6p, Jr. ~:i.n - the - ~hest.
e.The sa-id Randy Lyni1 Mc-t<:i.nney · or Dovey Small aimed
the 91.ln and$_hot Robert MiBishop-; Jr- ~/iri the
4.

head.

The agreementexi.stedandany- overt - acts committed

took place on or about April 8,

1~13l.

_T hes-e -are the -essential elements -or mate-rial allegations
of the crime ._ c:llarg~9- inCount -II,. and theState -6f" rdaho is
required to prove each of these e,lgm_e nts.beyond- a reasonable
doubt.
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In this case, to

warr~,n. :t

a verdic:cQ·. £gui-lty of, the crime "

of Robbery, Count III, you must find from t_he.

~vidence,beyGnd -

a reasonable doubt, that
1.

' 2.

On or about April 8, 1981, in Butte County, Idaho;
-Robert M. Bishop Jr. had possession of certain personal
' prop'er-t.Y~t6~wit:

, a3.

i ' wallet, containing credit cards, or

jacket, -or' -a - r979' "Ford ' Mustang - automobiie'i

,RCil1dy _L ynn McKinney,- took- some of said prope-rty -ftom the ' " ,
person,

ori~~di?l.t~p:r'e_sence,. ,

,o£. RobeI"t -M. -,Bishop Jr;, '

and against his will;
4.

Randy Lynn McKinney accomplished the taking ,_bx _f()J:"ce
--

or fear, and with the intent permanently to deprive

These are the essential elements or material

~l_ ~~ga~iqn.soJ -- t-he

-

crime charged in Count III, and the State of Idaho is required
'----- t6-

F)rOV-e--eac-h

of these elements beyond a reasonable doubt.

'.-\

----.---

In this case, to warrant a verdict

o~

guiJ.ty of _the crime_

of aonspiracy to commit Robbery, Count IV, you must find from
the evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, that
-

1.

Randy Lynn McKinney and Dovey Small intentionally

- agreed to -c6:rnmi t the6rime of Robbery in Idaho;
2~

Randy Lynn-

Mc~inney

an-d Dovey-Small had -the specific

intent to commit auch crimei
3.

That during the existen.ce of the agreement either Randy

Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small committed in

th~s

sta~~ on~

of

the following overt acts in furtherance of the Robbery of
Robert M. Bishop, Jr.:
(a)

Randy Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small invited and encouraged
-

Robert-M.- Bi-shop-;Jr., to-take them in an automobile from Blackfoot,
Idaho t to-Arco, -I-daho and thevi-cinit-ybfArdo, :Idaho.
(b)RCil19,Y Lynn McKinney- or Dovey Small- then encouraged Robert M. Bishop, J:t:'., 1:0_ta;ke

R~_Ildy

_L:tnn .McKinney to an- isolated-

area where there were no witnesses.
(c)
-

-

-

At that time the said Randy Lynn McKinney took a loaded

-

handgun into his possession.

(d)

To complete the

robberYRaI1~lYLynnMcKinneyt.hreatened

or shot Robert M. Bishop, Jr., with the hcmdg un .
(e)

Randy Lynn McKinney, thereafter, took from the possessio ll
-

-,

-

----

Of and without the consent of Robert M. Bishop, Jr., his wallet,
orhis credit carCls, or his jacket, or a 1979 Ford Mustang
automobile.
(f)

Randy Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small then used the said

personal property as their _own~4.

The agreement existed and anyo\lert acts- committed took

place on or about April 8, 1981.
These are the essential elements or material allegations of
the crime charged in count IV, and the State of Idaho is required
to- proveeach6ftnese elements beyond a reasonable doubt.
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.INSTIWCTLON .._-=8;;;.......
_ _.. _.

In Count I, the defendant is charged with being guiltyo.f
First Degree Murder:

(i)

By committing Murder by wilful, deliberate and
premeditated killing; and

(2)

by committing Murder in the perpetration oC or
attempt·toperpetrate,·Robnery.

Youwillfir:-st determine whether or not defendant .is guilty
beyond a reasonable doubt of either or botho£ the First Degree
Murder charges.

Form of verdict fOX First Degree Murder commit-

ted by wilful, deliberate and premeditated killing states in
part "Guilty of First Degree Murder by
premeditated killing."

wilfu~deliberate

and

Form of verdict for First Degree Murder

committed in ·tlie perpetration of, or attempt to perpetrate,
Robber:-y states·inpart· I~GtiiltY

of

FIrst· Degree Murder in the

p.erpetrqtiQn,or attempt· to· perpetrate, Robnery."·
I f you do not f inq the. defendant· guil·ty of· ·F±rst Degree··
Murder, you will then determine whether ()r nothe.isguiltj:y
beyond a reasonable doubt of Second Degree Murder.
If you do not find the defendant guilty of Second Degree
--

_. --

-

-

--

-

MUrde·i·, you will then determine whether or not he is guilty beyond
a reasonabl·e·dolibt·of tnv6funtarYMansl~ught~;.

- - - -

-

-

-

-

- - _ _ _ .., _ - -
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-_ . ------- - -- - - - - -
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-
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.- - --- --.- . - -'- _. ----

Lf- you do -- not-- find- tne

-aefendanF -gu1.Tty

-.--

. -.---

of Involuntary Man----

-

_s _latlghter- ,you _will -thenfind --him-- not--guiTty as clia-r -cied --in Count I.
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---- - - --I-NSTRUCTION"

.-.-- _.. - . _.- -- - - - - - -

NO~

A PE!:r.soIl __i _s q _ualified - to testify -as cltl -e-xpe.itTE he has
special knowledge,

sk~lll - ~xp(;.lrience,. - t.rain-i-ng,

-or --educatioh---

the subject to

sufficient to qualify him as an expe.r::t: on
which his testimony relates.

You are not bound to accept an expert opinion as

conc-Uis"ive, but sh01.ild give it the weight to which you
find- it -to bee"tititled,you may disregard any such opinion
it: _YQufind i -t t o beunreaSbhable ~

-
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- INSTRUCT rON

------/-

NO. 8

L _ On or abou'tthe 28th day

d

of May, 198i

I

t.he Co~rt entered

an Order releasing Dov.ey Small fJ7omctlstody as a witness, providing that her oral deposition first be taken on June 6, 1981.
2.

The oral deposition of Dovey STI1all was taken by the

State of Idaho pursuant to the Order of the Court on June 6, 1981.
3.

This Court has determined that Dovey Small is not

available

to he

a witness at this trial by reason a sickness or

infirmity; - The Court: has ord.ered that the deposition may be used
by the State or-the defendanL
4.

_Portions of that deposition have been read int.o-the

record by the State on direct examination and by the defendant
on cross-examination.

-- -------- , -- - - -

-:- -~

.

-- ---- -

."

-- - - - - -- -' . -

INSTRUCTION - NO:
You mety only consider the- testimonycif witness Tana
Hampton for the PU:r_p ose _9_f determining whether Denise
Garner made the statements

attr~butec;lby

--

the witness to -

Denise Garner.
You may not consider the testimony of Tana Hampton for
truth of the facts asserted in the statements purportedly
overheard by Derrise -Ga'n ier.

- -- _. - - -

- - -- _. -. - - --

_

.. . -- _. --- -

-

_

-

-

~

._- _.- -- ---

-

.. -.-_._ --- --

--- -

.-. ---- --_.-.---_. -- ---

.

.
-

..
-

-

.

-

.

--

INSTRUCTION NO.
You may not consider the testimony of Casey Wheeless
as to any statements made to him by Dovey Small on the trips
be tween- the- Denise Garner horne and the Jackie Wheeless horne
unles-s you firstfirid from oEherind-ependent evidence that
a _conspi-racy existed between Dovey Small and Ra.ndy- Lynn
McKinn_ey to rQbox lllurder Robert M. BishGp ,-Jr.

-

-- -

- .~

____ ___________ ___- - - - - - - ,. - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -,- - - - -·· i ·- - - - - -

-
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INSTRUCTION NO.

You .must not consider any

_'57qJ

testimony -by 'Casey

Wheeless as proof

t,1:!at Randy Lynn. McKinney- was wanted by · the 'autoorities •

.)

,
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-

~
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INSTRUCTION NQ._

.$--'L __ .

_eyidence I _that circumstantial· evidence must not only-be _.consistent with gu_ilt,it ml.Jst_also be inconsistent: -with
any reasonable theory of innocence.

.

..

..

,

..

"

INSTRUCTION NO.

_3_1~

___

-

-

If the Court has repeated any rule, direction or idea, or stated

tne same-in varyin(Tways, no-emphasTs wasintenaed arid you- must not
draw any

inf~rence

there£rom.--You are not to-single out--any ce-rtain

sentence or any individual pO-int
You are_to consider all the

OJ;;"

insuuction andign01;:e- the others •

in§trll~tion~

as a whole and are

t~

r:egard

each in the light of all the others.
The order in which the instructions are presented to you has no
significance as to their relative importance.

'.

.

-
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-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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_

_____

_

_
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.

~
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-

-
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_

_

_ _

•

Arguments of the attorneys are proper for you to consider as
an aid to you in recalling and analyzing the evidence, and in applying
-_....

-

--

.-

..•. -.

to the evidence the law as given you by the Court, and in determining
reasonable inferences wh~ch may be dr a wn from such ~~ld ~ nc~j b~t
evldence~

such arguments are not

as- such,

you

arid are - - n oYtobeCbhsidered -- by

-ana- arepr-o permatter -to consl-d--er only in so -fa.r ---as the

attorneys --keep withi-nthe evidence admitted -upon _the _ triEll, ancl the
instructions .oLthe

-- --

_.

- -

----- - -- -

.- -

-

-- -

_. - - -- -

.-

-

- -

-

-

.-

-

- -

.
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-

-

_ .cQurt~

-

-

.

_

_

_

---C,.--.
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. TNSTRUG'I'IQN NO;·

41 .-

In order to return a verdict, i t is _n_ec?f?si\ry. that-each juror
agree thereto.

Your verdict must be unanimous.

Your verdict

~us~_

represent the considered judgment of each juror.
It is your duty, as jurors, to consult with one another and to
deliberatewifh

a

view to reaching an agreement, if you can do so

without violence to individua.l judgmen-t.

Each of you must decide

the case for yourself,· but do . so only afteranimpiutia:l -consideration
of the evidence with your fellow - j-urors .

In the-course of your

deliberations, do not hesitate to ree..xamine ¥our own -views andchange your opinion if convinced i t is erroneous.

But_do notsur--

render your honest conviction as to the weight or effect of evidence
solely because of the opinion of your fellow jurors, or for the mere
purpose of -retl.lrni~g a \Terdict.
You are-nol:-tiart:is-ans.

You are judges -- judges of the facts.

Your so-Ie- int-erest is to-Clscert:aint:he- truth-

from

-

.

the evidence in the

....
- .....-

.

"11:-.-

_~

,....

- --

.. ,.

.
'\

lNSTRUCTLONNO •. ~.

Upon retiring to the jury room you will select one
of your members as foreman.
Suitable forms of verdict for any conclusion you may

,(fur-

.

.

reach on each of- th-e ~ counts are submitted to you with
the Court-'s instructions.

Whem you arrive at your verdicts,

th_e foreman wil.l sign them,and you will return them into
open court.

DATED this

/;<:.~ daY~f~~~19 F'/.
/'

...

DISTRICT JUDGE

In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff-Respondent,
v.

RANDY LYN MC KINNEY,
Defendant-Appellant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO
TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE AND
RESET THE BRIEFING SCHEDULE
Supreme Court Docket No. 38527-2011
Butte County Docket No. 1981-38

On July 27, 2011, this Court issued an Order Granting Motion to Augment and to Suspend
the Briefing Schedule directing the district court clerk to submit certain items requested by counsel
for the Appellant to this Court within fourteen days of the date of that Order.
A MOTION REQUESTING THAT THE COURT TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE AND
RESET BRIEFING SCHEDULE was filed by counsel for Appellant on August 1,2011, requesting
this Court take judicial notice of the attached documents that were previously requested in the
Motion to Augment and to Suspend the Briefing Schedule filed on July 25, 2011, and to reset the
due date for filing of Appellant's Brief. Therefore, good cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that Appellant's MOTION TO TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE be,
and hereby is, GRANTED and the augmentation record shall include the documents listed below,
copies of which accompanied this Motion:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Criminal Complaint, file-stamped August 5, 1981;
Jury Instructions (from a transcript);
Five Jury Verdict forms, file-stamped 11-12-81;
Findings of the Court in Considering Death Penalty Under Section 19-2515, Idaho Code,
file-stamped March 27,1982; and
5. Judgment of Conviction Death Warrant, file-stamped March 27, 1982.

IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that the due date for filing Appellant's Brief shall be reset and
Appellant's Brief shall be filed with this Court on or before thirty-five (35) days of the date of this
Order.

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE AND RESET THE BRIEFING
SCHEDULE - Docket No. 38527-2011

II

DATED this __~

of August, 2011.

Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk

cc: Counsel of Record
District Court Clerk

ORDER GRANTING MOTION TO TAKE JUDICIAL NOTICE AND RESET THE BRIEFING
SCHEDULE - Docket No. 38527-2011

Thomas E. Moss
Special Prosecuting Attorney
for Butte County
75 E. Judicial Street
Blackfoot, ID 83221
Phone:
(208) 785-1940

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICiAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BUTTE
MAGISTRATE'S DIVISION
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff.
vs.

//
./

I<.ANDY LYNN HcKINNEY and
DOVEY SH.ALL,
Defendants.

-----STATE OF IDAHO

)

County of Butte

)

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No.

Fe ·:;1--::';;

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

ss.

;? II '" I Ji:~ HINDS
f)

~f}

of

personally appeared before me this 5th day

August, 1981, who, being sworn, complains and says:
COUNT I
That the defendant, RANDY l.YNN McKINNEY, on or about the
8th day of April, 1981, at a place located approximately
5 miles north of Arco, Idaho and 1 mile east of Ilighh'ay
93 on a county road in the County of Butte, State of
Idttho, then and there being did then and there wilfully,
unlawfully, deliberately and with premeditation and
with malice aforethought or at a time when the said
defendant \vas in the perpetration of, or attempting to
perpetrate robbery, kill and murder one Robert 1'1_ Bishop,
Jr. of Blackfoot, Idaho, a human being, by shooting said
Robert M. Bishop, Jr. in the head with a revolver type
handgun and thereby mortally l.Jounding the said Robert >!_
F.ishop, Jr. from l-.'l1ich he died on the 8th day of Apr 11,
1981, in violation of Sections 18-4001 and 18-4003(ct) and
(d) of the Idaho Code.
Count I, Part 2
tnat at the time of the commission of the aforesaid crir,le,
the said defendant. RANDY LYNN l1cKINNEY, carried, displayed,
used, threatened or attempted to use a firearm while
committing the aforesaid crime, in violation of Idaho
Code 18-2520.
1'1'
COUNT II
That tho said defendant, DOVEY SMALL, on or about the
8th day of April, 1981, in the County of Butte, State of
Idaho, then and there being, did then and there aid and
abet RANDY LYNN McKINNEY in the commission of the crime
of murder in the first degree in that she did advise and
encourage the said RANDY LYNN McKINNEY to wilfully,

CRUlINAL CO!vlPLAINT - 1
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unlawfully, deliberately, with premeditation and with
malice aforethought, kill and murder Fobert M. Bishop, Jr.,
a tuman being, or that she did advise and encourage
t he said RANDY LYNN McKINNEY to rub the said Rober': \1.
Bishop. Jr .. and th"t the said RJ\~mY LY.'lN ;VlcKIN:~:::Y, aC'cin:'
"n ,;:lid :1dvice and encQuragernellt, did vli1fully. unl.lv:ful".'.
deliberately and \"itll prerneditatiun and w'ith malicC' .tfu)·cthoup,hr, or at a timl: wiwn the' said R,\NDY LYC;N }-!cKi~:";EY
W:j,; in Lhe perpetration "f, or a:t'cmpcing tc, peTp('~'LltL'
ro[,"'.:r\·, ',ill :'lnd mm,-del- on(' R01wrl M. Ri sh",), 11-. Cl f
Ll,:kfoot. Jdaho. a human b,'il1)~.h:> shouting said ",.ht.'r~ .,
Bishop,Jr. in the head \viLh 3 re':,,]vl'r type h:md",',l!' ... ,'
tlkH:by rnorcally wounding lhl' ';clid R(,llL'rt :~L Bisll,,?
Jr.
frO"l 'vhich he died on the 8th dill' of ;\\~ril. 198"
in
v i 0 L1 t i ().1 () f Sec t ion s 1 H- 400 1 ,:1ll d 1:1- 4 0 Ll J ( a ) and ( ,!) c· f ,
1 dallU Code.

COUNT T11
the said de fcndant s. N\~'lDY 1.YNN !'-1cKIN::rY (lill: 'lOVFY
on or about the 8th d:'ly (,f April, 1981. i,n ,_:,(,
r~('U!HV of Butte. State of Idaho. did cc>mbine and cnn.':pi 'c'
to cummit the follo,,-ing crime Bi,:;tinst: the peuple of rh"
Slatl' l'r Id!lho:
THE CRTME OF NliRDER 1;J THE FIRST ;;jC,:;'U'
ThaI it was par.t of said cOnflpll':lCY that the said dc':-e!;(~;l"
:mo c','-conspirators would COIT'.mit ('he crime of ~1urdcr it:
1:1<,' ;'ir.st DL'I~ree in violation 0f Idaho Code Sections
li3- i l 001 and 18-4003 (a) and Cd).
'j'hilt

S~·'.ALL,

;11 t'urthec1l\('c of rhe conspiracy. :mel to affect tt,,:'
pllri")SL' thereof, the oc[cnd:lr1ts ;md co-conspi.rat,)!,:; rt:rf','l'
cl,p [ollowin,: overt acts:
That the ',;aiel defend,n!:,: I·~,\:.DY
LY.'j:-;' t1cKI NNE)' and DOVEY S1'1ALL 0bL;1i npd il hanJgur\.
Tl,,;\'
then invited and encourageJ f1IW [,o\wrt 1'1. Bishop, ,Ir. ,iC
lake them in his automobile fro!:) Blilckfoor, Tdah •. t"
l\r~'o.
[daho imel areas around ,\],Cll.
Tht'y then did ~n'li: l'
:l~ld "!1couraV,e Robert M, Rislwp. ,11-, to take t.1:e ';,lid ~:;l!":'
~~cr; i nney to an isol::ll:cd place outside 0 f Arcu. Tda'~0 ;1[' '.'
t ht:~ said Randy Lynn ;'lcK il1!ll'y tOl)k a handi',un into hi 0;
:';)SSCSSiOll. either loaded (>,- dctl'rmineJ that it via,; in ~
llladcel. that he did aim rhe gUrl and Sh'lOt the SOld i",t)",
i\isih'['l. Jr. in the
c)w t . (-hat he' did rhe'n \."a~K l,o',;:lr:
RO:li: (t: Bishop and ain. the gun. rrd::] very short l-d!l>' ;['1,;
sh,'oL the said Robert ~l. Bishop. Jr:. four tillte~; H, the
h l' ad. ;:. C _I ¥ - i?" f •

t

: Ii.)l'

COUNT IV
That the s:lid de fend::l11t . RANIW LYNN NcKTNNEY. ,)1, U!' ;j'''' t~
rhe 8th dav of April. 1981. ill rile (()unty of B11n,~, ",.1"
uf l,}']:w, did felunio\lsly an,1 bv mcans of forCe' n]" 1',':,1'
cake from the posse.',,;ion, froPl lb;' per!Oon, or :'-r()n~ the
immediate presence uf Robert r·1. Bishop. JT. celt ai 11
pec;on31 property, to-\vir.
a wal1er containin!" !T:llnc'V
and credil cards, and i\ jacket belonging to Robert ,"',
Bishop. Jr. and a15::> a 1971) Ford ~lllstang automobile. (:~,.
property of Great Wl'stern Fin:Jnci:ll CorpoT.1tion d/t'/a.
New ,\rnerica Real Estate, all of \,hich \";1;; .:.lceonlpl isi,('t~
ar,ainsc the \-.'ill,of said Robert it.. IHshoF' . .11'. ·i.n !.h;li
the said defendant thredtl'ncI! t:ll Sl100t and shot Hn\lL'n
Bisbup, Jr. \-:ith a haneleun.
!~{- &>jO/

:-:c.

~(~~n t.._l'~! _Tcll-_~~
lllne of the cOllirnis,; i(\11 nf the a[oI'CS.1 i,I c:-;
the saiel de[{!ndant, !<"\NDY LYNN ~1cKrNNf.Y, carri.ed, di';;;!,l ,,'d,
used, threatened or attempled t.(, use a firearm '.vhilv ce"!;' iCC;'l)~
the aforesaid crime. in violiltion l~[ Idaho Code J.8-:'5:'11

Tl1at at tlw

! if

Page 7

,J'S.

I

COUNT V
That the said defendant, DOVEY SMALL, on or about the
8th day of April, 1981, in the County of Butte, State of
Idaho, did feloniously aid and abet the corrrrnission of the
crime of ROBBERY by encouraging and advising RANDY LYNN
1-'lcKINNEY who, in conformity with said encouragement and
advice, feloniously and by means of force or fear, take
from the possession, from the person, or from the
immediate presence of Robert M. Bishop, Jr. certain
personal property, to-wit:
a wallet containing money
and credit cards, and a jacket belonging to Robert M.
Bishop, Jr. and also a 1979 Ford ~hlstanK automobile, the
property of Great Western Financial Corporation d/b/a
New America Real Estate, all of which was accomplished
against the will of said Robert M. Bishop, Jr. in that
the said defendant threatened to shoot and shot Robert M.
Bishop, Jr. with a handgun. -r.C'IY'i~57)J
COUNT VI
That the said defendants, RANDY LYNN McKINNEY and DOVEY
S1-'~LL, on or about the 8th day of April, 1981, in the
County of Butte, State of Idaho, did combine and conspire
to commit the following crime against the people of the
S tate of Idaho:
THE CRUlE OF ROBBERY.
That it was part of said conspiracy that the said defendants
and co-conspirators would commit the crime of Robbery in
violation of Idaho Code Section 18-6501.
Overt act.
In furtherance of the conspiracy, and to affect the
purpose thereof, the defendants and co-conspirators performed
the following overt acts:
The said defendants did invite
and encourage said Robert M. Bishop, Jr. to take them in
an automobile from Blackfoot, Idaho to Arco, Idaho and the
vicinity of Area, Idaho, that they did then encourage
him to take Randy Lvnn l'-1cKinney to an isolated area where
there were no other"witnesses ~t which time the said
Randy Lynn McKinney did take a handgun into his possession
and either load or determine that it was loaded and did
in the furtherance of said conspiracY and in order to
complete the robbery, threaten and/or shoot the said Robert M.
Bishop, Jr. with sa~d handgun, taking his life and that he
did thereafter take from the possession of and without the
consent of the said Robert M. Bishop, Jr. his wallet, hi~
credit cards and money, his jacket and a certain automobile
described as a 1979 Ford Mustang, the property of Great
\)estern Financial Corporation d/b! a New America Real Es tate.
Said defendants did then use the ~aid personal property
as their ow,1. ~rc<- /'6'17.;"/
All of which is contrary to the form,

force and effect of the

statutes above cited, and against the peace and dignity of the
People of the State of Idaho;

~IEREFORE

complainant requests a

l.Jarr:mtv of Arrest be issued for the persons of:
:-lcKH:\:EY and DOVEY

S~,\LL,

RANDY LYNN

and that the\' may be dealt with accord

I

I

/

/(/:...

=).1INDS

r

.... 1

J,..'/

·t>HflJi:

SCBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 5th day of August, 1981.

rOTMT1\iAT

r("\1\.{DT

"T~l'T'

_

'l.

THE COURT:

1

The instructions to the jury.

Ladies

2

and gentlemen, I am going to give you now the final instruc-

3

tions in this case.

4

you at the beginning of the trial are included with these,

5

but I will not again read those to you.

6

tions were 1, lA, through 11.

The preliminary instructions I gave

Preliminary instruc-

7

"Instruction No. ]2."

8

"Members of the Jury, it is my duty to instruct you

9

in the law as it applies to this case, and you must follow

10

the law as I state it to you in all of my instructions to

11

you.
"As jurors, it is your exclusive duty to decide all

12

In performing this

13

questions of fact submitted to you.

14

duty, you must not be influenced by pity for a defendant

15

or by passion or prejudice against him.

16

guilt because the defendant has been arrested for this offens ,

17

or because a charge has been filed against him, or because

18

he has been brought to trial; none of these facts is evidence

19

of his guilt.

20

You must not infer

"In determining whether the defendant is guilty or

21

not guilty, you must be governed solely by the evidence

22

received in this trial and the law as stated to you by the

23

Court.

24

ture, sympathy, passion, prejudice, public opinion or public

25

feeling.

You must not be governed by mere sentiment, conjec-

1594
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JURY INSTRUCTIONS

1

"In case any of you have received information, or

2

what purports to be information concerning the facts, from

3

any other source than the evidence admitted by the Court

4

at this trial, you are instructed to exclude such infor-

5

mation from all consideration.

6

"Both the State of Idaho and the defendant have the

7

right to expect that you will conscientiously consider and

8

weigh the evidence and apply the law of the case, and that

9

you will reach a just verdict regardless of what the conse-

10

quences of such verdict may be."

11
12

"It is not within your province to concern yourselves

13

with the question of penalty or punishment.

14

of the case is solely for the Court.

15

That feature

"Your duty as jurors is so Ie ly to determine the gui 1 t

16

or innocence of the accused, and upon those questions and

17

those questions alone, you as jurors are to vote and return

18

your verdicts."

19

20
21
22
23
24

25

"In every crime or public offense, there must exist
a union or joint operation of act and intent, or criminal
negligence.
"The intent with which an act is committed is but
a mental state of the party committing it, and direct proof
of such intent is not required, but the intent is generally
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1

derived from and established by the attending facts and circu -

2

stances, and the conduct of the defendant, as shown by the

3

evidence.

4

"The intent or intention is manifested by the circum-

5

stances connected with the offense, and the sound mind and

6

discretion of the accused."

7
8
9

"All persons are capable of committing crimes, except
those belonging to the following classes:

10

"Persons who committed the act or made the omission

11

charged under an ignorance or mistake of fact which disproves

12

any criminal intent.

13
14

"Persons who committed the act .. harged Ivithout being
conscious thereof;

15

"Persons who committed the act or made the omission

16

charged through misfortune or by accident, when it appears

17

that there was no evil design, intention, or criminal negli-

18

gence."

19

20

"No act committed by a person while in a state of

21

voluntary intoxication from alcohol and/or drugs is less

22

criminal by reason of his having been in such condition.

23

But whenever the actual existence of any particular purpose,

24

state of mind or intent is a necessary element to constitute

25

any particular species or degree of crime, the jury may
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1

take into consideration the fact the accused was intoxicated

2

at the time, in determining thepurpose, state of mind or

3

intent with which he committed the act."

4

5

"In this case you will be governed by the following

6

definitions, among others which appear elsewhere in these

7

instructions:
"Feloniously:

8

9
10

The word' feloniously'

is used in

accusations which charge the commission of a felony.

It

means that the act was done without justification or excuse.
"Knowingly:

11

The word 'knowingly' imports only a

12

knowledge that the facts exist which bring the act or omissjoI

13

within the provisions of the penal code.

14

any knowledge of the unlawfulness of such act or omission.
"Unlawfully:

15
16
17

It does not requjre

Contlary to law or unauthorized by

I alv •

"Wilfully:

The word 'wilfully' when applied to the

18

intent with which an act is done, implies simply a purpose

19

or willingness to commit the act referred to.

20

require any intent to violate the law, or to injury another,

21

or to acquire any advantage."

It does not

22

23

"Each count charges a separate and distinct offense.

24

You must decide each count separately on the evidence and

25

the law applicable to it, uninfluenced by your decision
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1

as to any other count.

The defendant may be convicted or

2

acquitted of the offenses charged in each count.

3

ing as to each count must be stated in a separate verdict."

Your find-

4

5
6

"Murder is the unlawful killing of a human being
with malice aforethought.
"Such malice may be express or implied.

7

It is express

8

when there is manifested a deliberate intention unlawfully

9

to kill a human being.

It is implied when no considerable

10

provocation appears, or when the circumstances attending

11

the killing show as abandoned and malignant heart.

12

doned and malignant heart is a condition of heart and mind

13

having no regard for social or moral obligations.

14

is implied when the killing results from an act involving

15

a high degree of probability that it will result in death,

16

which act is done for a base, antisocial purpose and with

17

a wanton disregard for human life.

18
19

An aban-

Malice

"Malice aforethought does not necessarily imply a
pre-existing hatred or enmity toward the person killed.

20

!!'Aforethought' does not imply deliberation or the
It only means that the required

21

lapse of considerable time.

22

mental state must precede rather than follow the act."

23

24

"There are two degrees of Murder:

25

"Murder perpetrated by any kind of wilful, deliberate
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1

and premeditated killing is of the first degree.

2
3

"Murder committed in the peJ'petration of, or attempt
to perpetrate, robbery is of the first degree.

4
5

"For purposes of this case, all other kinds of Murder
are of the second degree."

6

7

"All murder which is perpetrated by any kind of wilful

8

deliberate and premeditated killing is murder of the first

9

degree.

10

"The word 'deliberate' means formed or arrived at

lIar determined upon a result of careful thought and weigh-

12

ing of considerations for or against the proposed course

13

of action.

14

hand.
"If you find that the killing was preceded and accom-

15

16
17
18

19

20
21
22
23

24
25

The word 'premeditated' means considered before-

panied by a clear, deliberate intent on the part of the
defendant to kill, which was the result of deliberation
and premeditation, so that it must have been formed upon
pre-existing reflection and not under a sudden heat of passio
or other condition precluding the idea of deliberation,
it

1S

murder of the first degree.
"The law does not undertake to measure in units of

time the length of the period during which the thought must
be pondered before it can ripen into an intent to kill which
is truly deliberate and premeditated.
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1

with different individuals and under varying circumstances.

2

The true test is not the duration of time, but rather the

3

extent of the reflection.

4

decision may be arrived

5

a mere unconsidered and rash impulse, even though it includes

6

an intent to kill, is not such deliberation and premeditation

7

as will fix an unlawful killing as murder in the first degree

8

To constitute a wilful, deliberate and premeditated killing,

9

the slayer must weigh and consider the question of killing,

10

A cold, calculated judgment and
at in a short period of time, but

decide to kill, and wilfully kill."

11
12

"The crime of Robbery is the taking of personal pro-

13

perty in the possession of another, from his person or imme-

14

diate presence, and against his will, accomplished by means

15

of force or fear."

16

17

"Involuntary manslaughter is the unlawful killing

18

of a human being without malice aforethought and without

19

an intent to kill.

20

"In order to prove the commission of the crime of

21

involuntary manslaughter, each of the following elements

22

must be proved:

23

"1.

That a human being was killed, and

24

"2.

That the kill ing was unl awful.

25

"A killing is unlawful within the meaning of this
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1

instruction if it occurred by the operation of any firearm

2

in a reckless, careless or negligent manner which produces

3

death.

4

"'Negligent' imports a want of such attention to

5

the nature of probable consequences of the act or omission

6

as a prudent man ordinarily bestows in acting in his own

7

concerns."

8

9

"Criminal conspiracy is a crime where two or more

10

persons combine or conspire to commit any crime prescribed

11

by the laws of the State of Idaho, and one or more of such

12

persons does any act to further the object of the combination

13

or conspiracy."

14
"The persons concerned in the commission of a crime

15

16

who are regarded by law as principals in the crime thus

17

committed and equally guilty thereof include:
"1.

18
19

Those who directly and actively commit the act

constituting the crime or;

"2.

20

Those who, with knowledge of the unlawful pur-

21

pose of the one who does directly and actively commit the

22

crime, and with criminal intent, aid and abet in its commissi n,

23

or;

24

25

"3.

Those who, whether present or not at the com-

mission of the crime, advise and encourage its commission."
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1

"In this case, to warrant a verdict of guilty under

2

Count I of the crime of First Degree Murder by wilful, deli-

3

berate and premeditated killing, you must find from the

4

evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, that:

either

5

"Part A

6

"I.

The defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney;

7

"2.

In Butte County, Idaho, on or about April 8,

"3.

With malice aforethought, wilfully, deliberately

8

1981;

9

10

and with premeditation, unlawfully and intentionally killed

11

Robert M. Bishop, Jr., a human being, by shooting and wound-

12

ing with a firearm, and by such wounding, directly causing

13

the death of Robert M. Bishop, Jr.

14

or

15

"Part B

16

"1.

That Dovey Small;

"2.

In Butte County, Idaho, on or about April 8,

"3.

With malice aforethought, wilfully, deliberately,

17

18
19

1981;

20

and with premeditation, unlawfully and intentionally killed

21

Robert M. Bishop, Jr., a human being, by shooting and wound-

22

ing with a firearm, and by such wounding, directly causing

23

the death of Robert M. Bishop, Jr.;

24
25

"4.

That the defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney, with

knowledge of Dovey Small's unlawful purpose and intention
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1

to murder Robert M. Bishop, Jr., either, then and there,
"a.

2

with criminal intent, aided and abetted the

3

commission of the murder of Robert M. Bishop, Jr., by Dovey

4

Small; or
"b.

5

whether or not present at the commission of

6

the crime, advised and encouraged Dovey Small to commit

7

the murder of Robert M. Bishop, Jr.

8
9

"Part A contains the essential elements or material
allegations of First Degree Murder, by wilful, deliberate

10

and premeditated murder, allgedly committed directly by

11

Randy Lynn McKinney, in Count I, and the State of Idaho

12

is required to prove each of these essential elements beyond

13

a reasonable doubt.

14

"Part B contains the essential elements or material

15

allegations of First Degree Murder, by wilful, deliberate

16

and premeditated murder, allegedly committed directly by

17

Dovey Small, and aided and abetted or advised and encouraged

18

by Randy Lynn McKinney, in Count I and the State is required

19

to prove each of these essential elements beyond a reasonable

20

doubt.

21
22

It

"In this case, to warrant a verdict of guilty under

23

Count I of the crime of First Degree Murder by perpetrating,

24

or attempting to perpetrate, Robbery, you must find from

25

the evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, that:
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"1.

1

2
3

The defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney;

"2.

In Butte County, Idaho, on or about April 8,

"3.

In the perpet rat ion

1981;

4

0

f, or at tempt to perpe-

5

trate Robbery, intentionally or accidentally shot and wounded

6

with a firearm, and by such wounding, directly caused the

7

death of Robert M. Bishop, Jr.
"These are the essential elements or material alle-

8

9

gations of such crime charged in Count I, and the State

10

of Idaho is required to prove each of these elements beyond

11

a reasonable doubt."

12

13

"In this case, to warrant a verdict of guilty of

14

the crime of Second Degree Murder, you must find from the

15

evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, that:

16
17

22

23
24
25

"2.

Randy Lynn McKinney, unlawfully, and with malice

aforethought;

20
21

In Butte County, Idaho, on or about April 8,

1981;

18
19

"1.

"3 .

Intent ionally shot and wounded Ro bert M. Bi shop,

"4.

That Robert M. Bishop, Jr., thereupon died as

Jr.;

a direct result of such wounding.
"These are the essential elements or material allegations of the lesser crime charged in Count I, and the
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1

State of Idaho is required to prove each of these elements

2

beyond a reasonable doubt."

3

4

"In this case, to warrant a verdict of guilty under

5

Count I of the crime of Involuntary Manslaughter, you must

6

find from the evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, that:

7

"1.

Defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney;

8

"2.

In Butte County, Idaho, on or about April 8,

"3.

Without malice aforethought, unintentionally

9

1981;

10
11

in the operation of a firearm in a reckless, careless, or

12

negligent manner, shot and killed Robert M. Bishop, Jr.

13

"These are the essential elements or material alle-

14

gations of such lesser crime charged in Count I, and the

15

State of Idaho is required to prove each of these elements

16

beyond a reasonable doubt."

17

18

"In this case, to warrant a verdict of guilty of

19

Conspiracy to commit First Degree Murder, Count II, you

20

must find from the evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt:

"1.

21

Randy Lynn McKinney and Dovey Small intentionally

22

agreed to commit the crime of First Degree Murder of Robert

23

M. Bishop, Jr., in Idaho.
"2.

24

25

That Randy Lynn McKinney and Dovey Small had

the specific intent to commit the crime of First Degree
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1
2

Murder of Robert M. Bishop, Jr.
"3.

That during the existence of the agreement either

3

Randy Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small committed in this state

4

one of the following overt acts to effect the First Degree

5

Murder of Robert M. Bishop, Jr.:

6

"a.

Randy Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small invited and

7

encouraged Robert M. Bishop, Jr., to take them in his auto-

8

mobile from Blackfoot, Idaho, to Arco, Idaho, and areas

9

around Arco.

10

"b.

Randy Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small invited and

11

encouraged Robert M. Bishop, Jr., to take Randy McKinney

12

to an isolated place outside of Arco, Idaho.

13
14

15
16

17
18
19
20
21

flC.

At that time the said Randy Lynn McKinney took

a loaded handgun into his possession.
"d.

The said Randy Lynn McKinney aimed the gun and

shot Robert M. Bishop, Jr., in the chest.
"e.

The said Randy Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small

aimed the gun and shot Robert M. Bishop, Jr., in the head.
"4.

The agreement existed and any overt acts committe

took place on or about April 8, 1981.
"These are the essential elements or material alle-

22

gations of the crime charted in Count II, and the State

23

of Idaho is required to prove each of these elements beyond

24

a reasonable doubt."

25
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1

"In this case, to warrant a verdict of guilty of

2

the crime of Robbery, Count III, you must find from the

3

evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, that
"1.

4

5

On or about Apri 1 8, 1981, in Butte County,

Idaho;

6

"Robert M. Bishop, Jr., had possession of certain

7

personal property, to-wit:

8

cards, or a jacket, or a 1979 Ford Mustang automobile;
"3.

9

a hTallet, containing credit

Randy Lynn McKinney took some of said property

10

from the person, or immediate presence, or Robert M. Bishop,

11

Jr., and against his will;
"4.

12
13
14

by force or fear and with the intent permanently to deprive
Robert M. Bishop, Jr., of the property.
"These are the essential elements or material alle-

15

16
17

18

Randy Lynn McKinney accomplished the taking

gat ions of the crime charged in Count III, and the State
of Idaho is required to prove each of these elements beyond
a reasonable doubt."

19

"In this case, to warrant a verdict of guilty of

20
21

22
23
24

25

the crime of Conspiracy to commit Robbery, Count IV, you
must find from the eVidence, beyond a reasonable doubt,
that:

"1.

Randy Lynn McKinney and Dovey Small intentionally

agreed to commdJt the crime of Robbery in Idaho;
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"2.

1

2

Randy Lynn McKinney and Dovey Small had the

specific intent to commit such crime;
"3.

3

That during the existence of the agreement either

4

Randy Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small committed in this state

5

ono of the following overt acts in furtherance of the Robbery

6

of Robert M. Bishop, Jr.:
"Ca)

7

Randy Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small invited

8

and encouraged Robert M. Bishop, Jr., to take them in an

9

automobile from Blackfoot, Idaho, to Arco, Idaho, and the

10

vicinity of Arco, Idaho.
"Cb)

11

Randy Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small then encour-

12

aged Robert M. Bishop, Jr., to take Randy Lynn McKlnney

13

to an isolated area where there were no witnesses.
"CC)

14

15

took a loaded handgun into his possession.
"Cd)

16

17

At that time, the said Randy Lynn McKinney

To complete the robbery, Randy Lynn McKinney

threatened or shot Robert M. Bishop, Jr., with the handgun.
liCe)

18

Randy Lynn McKinney, thereafter, took from

19

the possession of and without the consent of Robert M. Bishop

20

Jr., his wallet, or his credit cards, or his jacket, or

21

a 1979 Ford Mustang automobile.
"Cf)

22
23

the said personal property as their own.

"4.

24

25

Randy Lynn McKinney or Dovey Small then used

The agreement existed and any overt acts com-

mit ted took place on or about April 8, 1981.
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1

may be used by the State or the defendant.

2

"Portions of that deposition have been read into

3

the record by the State on direct examination and by the

4

defendant on cross-examination."

5
6

"You may only consider the testimony of wi tness Tana

7

Hampton for the.purpose of determining whether Denise Garner

8

made the statements attributed by the witness to Denise

9

Garner.

10

"You may not consider the testimony of Tana Hampton

11

for the truth of the facts asserted in the statements pur-

12

portedly overheard by Denise Garner."

13
14

"You may not consider the testimony of Casey Wheeless

15

as to any statements made to him by Dovey Small on the trips

16

between the Denise Garner horne and the Jackie Wheeless horne

17

unless you first find from other independent evidence that

18

a conspiracy existed between Dovey Small and Randy Lynn

19

McKinney to rob or murder Robert M. Bishop, Jr."

20

21

"Where the State seeks to prove guilt by circurn-

22

stantial evidence, that circumstantial evidence must not

23

only be consistent with guilt, it must also be inconsistent

24

with any reasonable theory of innocence.

25
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1

"If the Court has repeated any rule, direction or

2

idea, or stated the same in varying ways, no emphasis was

3

intended and you must not draw any inference therefrom.

4

You are not to single out any certain sentence or any indi-

5

vidual point or instruction and ignore the others.

6

are to consider all the instructions as a whole and are

7

to regard each in the light of all the others.

8

9

You

"The order in which the instructions are presented
to you has no significance as to their relative importance."

10

11

"Arguments of the attorneys are proper for you to

12

consider as an aid to you in recalling and analyzing evi-

13

dence, and in applying to the evidence the law as given

14

you by the Court, and in determining reasonable inferences

15

which may be drawn from such evidence; but such arguments

16

are not evidence, and are not to be considered by you as

17

such, and are proper matter to consider only insofar as

18

the attorneys keep within the evidence admitted upon the

19

trial, and the instructions of the Court."

20
"In order to return a verdict, it is necessary that

21

22

each juror agree thereto.

23

Your verdict must represent the considered judgment of each

24

juror.

25

Your verdict must be unanimous.

"It is your duty, as jurors, to consult with one
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1

another and to deliberate with a view to reaching an agree-

2

ment, if you can do so without violence to individual judg-

3

ment.

4

do so only after an impartial consideration of the evidence

5

with your fellow jurors.

6

ations, do not hesitate to reexamine your own views and

7

change your opinion

8

do not surrender your honest conviction as to the weight

9

or effect of evidence solely because of the opinion of your

10
11

Each of you must decide the case for yourself, but

In the course of your deliber-

if convinced it is erroneous.

But

fellow jurors, or for the mere purpose of returning a verdict
"You are not partisans.

You are judges -- judges

12

of the facts.

Your sole interest is to ascertain the truth

13

from the evidence in the case."

14
15

THE COURT:

16

the arguments of counsel.

17

Mr. Moss.

18

MR. MOSS:

19

There will be one final instruction after

Ladies and gentlemen -- may it please

the Court and counsel.

20

THE COURT:

21

MR. MOSS:

Mr. Moss.
Ladies and gentlemen, at this point in

22

the trial, the State has the opportunity and obligation

23

to give what's called an opening summation where I will

24

review the facts that I think the State has established

25

that have proved the charges the State has alleged against
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1

this defendant.

2

will have an opportunity to give his final summation.

3

I will be allowed a rebuttal opportunity following that.

4

After my opening summation, Mr. Carlson

Now, first let me say to you at this time, on behalf

5

of myself and Mr. Kennedy, our sincere appreciation for

6

the services you have rendered here.

7

tive.

8

you have given this case a very honest consideration.

9
10
11
12

13
14
15
16

17
18
19
20
21

22
23

24
25

Then

You have paid attention.

You have been atten-

And I feel confident that

I also would like to thank the Court for his courtesies and patience in the course of this trial.

And, Mr.

Carlson, Mr. Carlson has done a valiant job for his client,
and throughout the proceeding, he has proved himself to
be a gentleman and a very worthy advocate, and we appreciate that.
Now, at the beginning of the case, and while you
were being called as jurors, a lot of questions were asked
about the burden the State had, and it became apparent very
early that the State had the burden of proving the defendant's guilty beyond reasonable doubt.

The State has the

burden of proving the material elements of the crimes charged
beyond a reasonable doubt.

And that's really what we're

talking about, isn't it, the material elements.
In an effort to assist in evaluating what those materi 1
elements are, I was late into the night last night making
some little charts here so if my printing looks shaky, I
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1
2

off-the-record discussion was had.)
THE COURT:

Now, the Court has submitted Preliminary
I understand that counsel

3

Instruction No.

4

are willing to stipulate to walve the reading of the Infor-

5

mation and the statement of the plea, and in lieu thereof

6

have the Court give as Preliminary Instruction, Instruction

7

No.1, is that correct?

8

9

1 to counsel.

MR. CARLSON:

Your Honor, on behalf of Randy McKinney;

I have discussed this matter with him.

We are willing to

10

waive the reading of the Information and have the Court give

11

what it has indicated would be Instruction No.

12

THE COURT:

13

MR. KENNEDY:

14

THE COURT:

15

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, at this time, the

16

Court is going to give you some preliminary instruction in

17

this case.

18

legal matters that concern the Court alone, and then when

19

we reconvene, we will proceed with the opening statements,

20

and thereafter, the adducing of testimony.

21
22

23

24
25

Thank you, sir.

l.

The State?

The State would agree with that.
Very well.

Thereafter, we will take a short recess for some

"Instruction No.1.

The defendant, Randy Lynn

McKinney, is here for trial upon an Information filed
in this court, by the Special Prosecuting Attorney
of Butte County, Idaho, accusing the defendant with
various crimes, Count I - First Degree Murder;
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1

Count II - Conspiracy to Commit Murder; Count III -

2

Robbery; Count IV - Conspiracy to Commit Robbery.
"The Information alleges the crimes to have been

3
4

committed as follows:
COUNT I

5
6

"That the defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney, on or about

7

the 8th day of April, 1981, at a place located approxi

8

mately 5 miles north of Arco, Idaho, and 1 mile east

9

of Highway 93 on a county road in the County of Butte,

10

State of Idaho, then and there being, did then and

11

there willfully, unlawfully, deliberately and with

12

premeditation and with malice aforethought or at a

13

time when the said defendant was in the perpetration

14

of, or attempting to perpetrate robbery, kill and

15

murder one Robert M. Bishop, Jr., of Blackfoot, Idaho,

16

a human being, by shooting said Robert M. Bishop,

17

Jr., in the head with a revolver type handgun and

18

thereby mortally wounding the said Robert M. Bishop,

19

Jr., from which he died on the 8th day of April, 1981.'
COUNT II

20
21

"That the said defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney, and

22

Dovey Small, on or about the 8th day of April, 1981,

23
24

25

in the County of Butte, State of Idaho, did combine
and conspire to commit the following crime against
the people of the State of Idaho:
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The Crime of

Jury Instructions

1

Murder in the First Degree.

That it was part of said

2

conspiracy that the said defendant and Dovey Small,

3

co-conspirators, wo~ld commit the crime of Murder

4

in the First Degree."
"In furtherance of the conspiracy, and to effect

5
6

the purpose thereof, the defendant and his co-

7

conspirator performed the following overt acts:

8

The said defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney, and Dovey

9

Small obtained a handgun.

2)

1)

They then invited and

10

encouraged one Robert M. Bishop, Jr., to take them

11

in his automobile from Blackfoot, Idaho, to Arco,

12

Idaho, and areas around Arco.

13

and encourage Robert M. Bishop, Jr., to take said

14

Randy McKinney to an isolated place outside of Arco,

15

Idaho.

16

took a handgun Into his possession, either loaded

17

or determined that it was in fact loaded.

18

said Randy Lynn McKinney then did aim the gun and

19

shoot the said Robert M. Bishop, Jr., in the chest.

20

6)

21

McKinney did then walk toward Robert Bishop, Jr.,

22

and aim the gun, from a very short range, and shoot

23

the said Robert M. Bishop, Jr., four times in the

24

head."

4)

3)

They then did invit

At that time the said Randy Lynn McKinney

5)

The

After shooting the victim in the chest, the said

25
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1

COUNT II I

2

"That the said defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney, on

3

or about the 8th day of April, 1981, in the County

4

of Butte, State of Idaho, did feloniously and by means

5

of force or fear, take from the possession, from the

6

person or from the immediate presence of Robert M.

7

Bishop, Jr., certain personal property, to-wit:

8

wallet containing money and credit cards, and a jacket

9

belonging to Robert M. Bishop, Jr., and also a 1979

10

Ford Mustang automobile, the property of Great Wes-

11

tern Financial Corporation d/b/a New American Real

12

Estate, all of which was accomplished against the

13

will of said Robert M. Bishop, Jr., in that the said

14

defendant threatened to shoot and shot Robert M. Bisho

15

Jr., wi th a handgun."

a

COUNT IV

16
17

"The said defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney, and Dovey

18

Small, on or about the 8th day of April, 1981, in

19
20
21

22

23

24

the County of Butte, State of Idaho, did combine and
conspire to commit the following crime against the
people of the State of Idaho:

The Crime of Robbery.

That it was part of said conspiracy that the said
defendant and Dovey Small, co-conspirator, would commi
the crime of robbery in violation of Idaho Law."

25

"In furtherance of the conspiracy and to effect
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1

the purpose thereof, the defendant and Dovey Small,

2

co-conspirators, performed the following overt acts:

3

1)

4

and encourage sa id Robe rt M. Bishop, Jr., to take

5

them in an automobile from Blackfoot, Idaho, to Arco,

6

Idaho, and the vicinity of Arco, Idaho; 2)

7

did encourage him to take Randy Lynn McKinney and

8

Randy Lynn McKinney did take a handgun into his pos-

9

session and either load or determine that it was

The said defendant and Dovey Small did invite

10

loaded ... "

11

THE COURT:

12

h ere,

I

think there is a typographical error

excuse me.

13

(Short pause.)

14

THE COURT:

15

That they

Yes.

I will pick up the paragraph that

was partially read to you and complete it.
COUNT IV

16

"The said defendant, Randy Lynn McKinney, and

17

18

Dovey Small, on or about the 8th day of April, 1981,

19

in the County of Butte, State of Idaho, did combIne

20

and conspire to commit the following

21

the people of the State of Idaho:

22

bery.

23

said defendant and Dovey Small, co-conspirators, would

24

commit the crime of robbery in violation of Idaho

25

La w. "

The Crime of Rob-

That it was part of said conspiracy that the
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crime against

Jury Instructions

"In furtherance of conspiracy, and to effect

1

2

the purpose thereof, the defendant and Dovey Small,

3

co-conspirators, performed the following overt acts:

4

1)

5

and encourage said Robert M. Bishop, Jr., to take

6

them in an automobile from Blackfoot, Idaho, to Arco,

7

Idaho, and the vicinity of Arco, Idaho; 2)

8

dId then encourage him to take Randy Lynn McKinney,

9

and Randy Lynn McKinney did take a handgun into his

10

possession and either load or determine that it was

11

loaded; and 3)

12

spiracy, and in order to complete the robbery, threat-

13

ened and/or shoot the said Robert M. Bishop, Jr.,

14

with said handgun, taking his life; 4)

15

thereafter take from the possession of, and without

16

the consent of the said Robert M. Bishop, Jr., his

17

wallet, his credit cards and money, his jacket, and

18

a certain automobile described as a 1979 Ford Mustang,

19

the property of Great Western Financial Corporation

20

d/b/a New America Real Estate;

21

and Dovey Small did then use the said personal pro-

22

perty as their own."

The said defendant and Dovey Small did invite

Did in the furtherance of

5)

That they

said

con-

That he did

The said defendant

"Now, to each count of this Information, the

23

24

defendant has, prior to this trial,

25

of 'not guilty.

If'
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interposed a plea

Jury Instructions

"These pleas require the State to prove every

1

2

material allegation of any Count before the defendant

3

can be found guilty thereof."
"Preliminary Instruction No.

4

lea):

The Infor-

5

mation filed against the defendant is merely an accu-

6

sation, and should not be considered by you as evi-

7

dence, or allowed to prejudIce you or influence your

8

minds against the defendant.

9

this case, IS a mere formal charge for the purpose

The Information, in

10

of putting the defendant on trial, constitutes no

11

evidence of his guilt, and no juror shall weigh it

12

as any evidence against the defendant:'
"Preliminary Instruction No.2:

13

Before you

14

can convict the defendant of any crime charged in

15

any count against him by the Information, you must

16

require the prosecution to prove every material alle-

17

gation contained in the Information beyond a reason-

18

able doubt; and if, after a consideration of all

19
20

of the evidence in the case, you entertain a reasonable doubt of the truth of anyone of these material

21

allegations of any count then it is your duty to

22

give the defendant the benefit of such doubt and

23

acquit him."
"Preliminary Instruction No.3:

24
25

A defendant

in a criminal action is presumed to be innocent until
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Jury Instructions

1

the contrary is proved, and in case of a reasonable

2

doubt whether his guilt is satisfactorily sh 0 1111

3

he is entitled to an acquittal.

4

places upon the State the burden of proving him guilt

5

beyond a reasonable doubt.

6

as follows:

7

everything related to human affairs, and depending

8

on moral evidence,

9

ginary doubt.

,

This presumption

Reasonable doubt is defin

It is not a mere possible doubt; because

1S

open to some possible or ima-

It is that state of the case which,

10

after the entire comparjson and consIderation of

11

all the evidence, leaves the mjnds of the jurors

12

In that condition that they cannot say they feel

13

an abiding conviction, to a moral certainty, of the

14

truth of the charge."
"Preliminary Instruction No.4:

15

The rule of

16

law, which clothes every person accused of crime

17

with the presumption of innocence, and imposes upon

18

the state the burden of proving his guilt beyond

19

a reasonable doubt, is not intended to aid anyone

20

who is in fact guilty to escape, but is a humane

21

provjsion of law, intended, so far as human agencies

22

can, to guard against the danger of an innocent person

23

being unjustly punished."
"Preliminary Instruction No.5:

24

25

sary that all the facts and
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It is not neces-

circumstances surrounding

Jury Instructions

1

the testimony and the evidence that is given on behal

2

of the State shall be established beyond a reasonable

3

doubt.

4

stances in evidence, together, shall establish the

5

defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt."

It is necessary that all the facts and circum-

"Preliminary Instruction No.6:

6

Your function

7

as jurors is to determine what the facts are and

8

apply the rules of law that I give you to the facts

9

as you determine them to be.

You will then attempt

10

to reach a conclusion as to the guilt or innocence

11

of the defendant.

12

diet.

13

all the testimony and the exhibits that are submitted.

14

You are the sole judges, the exclusive judges, of

15

the facts.

16

may invade your province.

17

side impartially and not to express my opinion con-

18

cerning the facts.

19

20
21

24
25

You will determine what the facts are from

In that field neither I nor anyone else
I shall endeavor to pre-

On the other hand, and with equal

emphasis, I instruct you that you are bound to accept
the rules of law that I give you, whether you agree
with them or not."
"Preliminary Instruction No.7:

22
23

That conclusion will be your ver

You must deter-

mine which of the witnesses you believe, what portion
of their testimony you accept, and what weight you
attach to it.

At times during the trial I may sustai
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1

objections to questions asked without permitting

2

the witness to answer, or, where an answer has been

3

made, I may instruct that it be stricken from the

4

record and that you disregard it and dismiss it from

5

your minds.

6

an unanswered question nor may you consider testi-

7

mony which has been stricken in reaching your decisio

8

The law requires that your decision be made solely

9

upon the competent evidence before you.

You may not draw any inference from

Such items

10

as I exclude from your consideration will be excluded

11

because they are not legally admissible in a trial."
"Preliminary Instruction No.8:

12

13
14

15
16

17
18

19

20
21

22
23

24

25

The law does

not, however, require you to accept all the evidence
I

shall admit, even though it be competent.

In deter

mining what evidence you will accept, you must make
your own evaluation of the testimony given by each
of the witnesses and determine the degree of weight
you choose to give to that witness's testimony.

The

testimony of a witness may fail to conform to the
facts as they occurred because the witness is intentionally telling a falsehood, or because the witness'
recollection of the event is faulty, or because the
witness did not accurately see or hear that about
which the witness testifies, or because the witness
has not expressed himself clearly in giving the
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1

testimony.

There is no magic formula by which one

2

may evaluate testimony.

3

this courtroom all of the experience and background

4

of your lives.

5

mine for yourselves the reliability or unreliability

6

of statements made to you by others.

You bring with you into

In your everyday affairs, you deter-

"The same tests that you use in your everyday

7
8

dealings are the tests which you apply in your deli-

9

berations.

The interest of lack of interest of any

10

witness in the outcome of this case, the bias or

11

prejudice of a witness, if there be any, the appear-

12

ance, the manner in which the witness gives his testi

13

mony on the stand, the opportunity that the witness

14

had to observe the facts concerning which he testifie

15

the probability or improbability of the witness's

16

testimony when viewed in the light of all of the

17

other evidence in the case, are all items to be taken

18

into your consideration in determining the weight,

19

if any, you will assign to that witness's testimony."
"Preliminary Instruction No.9:

20

When I have

21

completed these opening instructions to you, the

22

attorneys will have opportunity to make opening state-

23

ments to you, in which each will outline for you

24

what he expects to prove as his client's case.

25

purpose of such opening statements is to give you
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The

Jury Instructions

1

each party's claims so that you will better under-

2

stand the evidence as it unfolds before you.

3

is said in such statements

4

however."

is not itself evidence,

"Prel iminary Instruction No.

5

What

10:

At times dur in

6

the trial, objection may be made to the introduction

7

of evidence, or motions concerning applicable law

8

or procedure may be made.

9

with such objections are sometimes made out of the

Arguments in connection

10

jury's presence.

Any ruling upon such objections

11

or motions will be based solely upon the law.

12

must not infer from any such ruling or from anything

13

I

14

any views for or against either side of this case."

You

say during the course of the trial that I hold

"Prel.iminary Instruction No.

15

11:

Evidence may

16

be either direct or circumstantial.

It is direct

17

evidence if it proves a fact, without an inference,

18

and which in itself, if true, conclusively establishe

19

that fact.

20

facts from which an inference of the existence of

21

another fact may be drawn.

It is circumstantial evidence if it prove

"An inference of fact is one which may logically

22

23

and reasonably be drawn from another fact or group

24

of facts established by the evidence.

25

"The law makes no distinction between direct
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Jury Instructions

1

and circumstantial evidence as to the degree of proof

2

required; each is accepted as a reasonable method

3

of proof and each is respected for such convincing

4

force as it may carry."

5

THE COURT:

Now, ladies and gentlemen of the jury,

6

as I informed you, there was a matter for the Court alone.

7

And I am going to excuse you for approximately ten minutes.

8

I am going to remind you to heed the admonition that you

9

must not discuss this case with any person or among your-

10

selves.

11

this case.

12
13
14

YOUtllmust not form or express any opinion concern,ing
You may now pass from the courtroom, please.

If you will remain seated while the jury leaves the
courtroom.
(WHEREUPON, at 10:31 o'clock a.m., the jury left

15

the courtroom, and the following proceedings were had and

16

entered of record, to-wit:)

17

THE COURT:

Now, counsel, there was a matter which

18

came up concerning the presence of particular witnesses.

19

We'll start with the premises that witnesses have been ex-

20

eluded, and I believe there was an exception, was there

21

not, already on the part of the defendant's witnesses, is

22

that correct, Mr. Carlson?

23

MR. CARLSON:

24

THE COURT:

25

MR. CARLSON:

Yes, sir.
Or was there
I believe Mr. Hinds is present as
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

STATE OF I Df\HO ,
Plaintiff,

CuSC:~

462

-vsVEHDIC'l' OF TIlE JU
RANDY LYNN MCKINNEY,

COUNT I

Defendant.
WE, THE JURY,

find the defendant Guilty of First Degree
killing.

Murder by wilful, deliberate and

FOREi-iAN

VERDICT OF THE JURY
COUNT I

Page 123

DISTRICT COli".
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33]W1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TIlE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
-vs-

Case No.

3462

VERDICT OF THE JURY

RANDY LYNN

~1CKINNEY,

COUNT I

Defendant.

WE, THE JURV, find the defendant Guilty of First Degree
Murder in the perpetration, or attempt to perpetrate, Robbery.

c=:o
(.
FOREHAN

VFRTnr:T OF THF .WRY
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO,

IN }\ND FOE TIlE COUNTY OF BO)J>mVI LLE

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

Case

-vs-

:~o.

3462

VERDICT OF THE JURY
COUNT I I

RANDY LYNN MCKINNEY,
Defendant.
WE, THE JURY,

find the defendant Guilty of Conspiracy

to Corruni t 1-1urde r.

FOREMAI"

VERDICT OF THE JURY
COUNT II

Page 125
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AiW FOR TIlE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

-vs-

Case No.

3462

VERDICT OF THE JURY

RJI.NDY LYNN MCKINNEY,

COUNT III

Defendant.
WE, THE JURY, find the defendant Guilty of Robbery.

FOREHAN

VERDICT OF THE JURY

Page 126
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33
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IN THE DISTRICT COUll.T OF THE SEVENTH JCDICIAL DISTRICT OF 'rIm
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNEVILLE
STATE OF ID]"HO,
Plaintiff,

Case No.

34

2

VERDICT OF TEE JUEY

-vsRANDY LYNN

YlCl(IN~\EY

COUN'r

I

I

\j

Defendant.
WE, THE JURY, find the clefendant Cuiltj! of Conspiracy to
Commit Robbery.

FOREMA::\

VERDICT OF THE JURY
comn IV

l27

It; TIlE DISTRICT COCR'J:' OF THE SEVENTH ,}CDICI AL DISTf::iCT OF THE
STATE

oro

IDl\EO,

J':W

Hl

POF TIlE COUT1'Y OF DGtElEVILLE

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
FTN:JJ1'JGS OF TIlE COUH'l' IN
:JEl\'j"B PLnZ\Lrry
LNDER SECTIO~ 19-2 lS,
IDII]lO CODE

2()~}SIDERIN(-;

Defendant.

~1AI<:ES

'l'11E COU?';'

THE

FOLLO\n:JC FItJDI,JGS:

Con v i ct i

Ly~:

\,Jilliurl 'J.

('arlson

r

Escl.

f

Cll,

COl!1:t~-ap;<)inted

counsel.

of the first degree shall bc' punishcc.l by death or ir;lprison)::ent
far life, subject to the provision of Idaho Codo 19-2515.
Idaho Code 19 2515 provides that
iml)Os~d

not De

at least

':-J.nc1 ,

f

OilE'

unless

th~-,

J

court fi:ic1s,

death sentcncL shall
bc:yonc a

rec..sollabl

of the statute 1 s enumcrat.ed aqc]ravatinc;

so found,

cl.oubt,

cirCUI~tstanceS;

thc court shall impose a death sentence unless

the court finds mitiCJating circumstances that

of any aggravating circumstance found and

~ake

out\1ei~Jh

th,_' sravity

im?Osltion of death

unjust.
Tho defendant was
conspiracy to comni t

FINDINGS OF THE COURT

~lso

found guilt

of jury verdict of

murder, conspi racy to commit robber:: and

robbery; all as to the murder victin.

2.

Presentence Report

A presentence report was prepared

by order of the court and

a copy delivered to defendant's couns01 at least seven days
prior to sentencing hearing pursuant to I.C. 19-2515, and the
Idaho Criminal Rules.

At the s,_'nt'T:cinc; hearing, upon motion of

the defendant, the defendant's version of the criminal act and
his explanation for the act which emanated from the presentence
tricken as being violative
\.)f

the

Eifth amenc1nlent riqhts

o~-

dctcndClnt,

Cl~;

Vv'l-;re

the attZtchcd

psychiatriC and psychological reports.
68 L r:;d 2d 359,

(1981).

The presentence report, as so modified was

ordc:::red filed for considerJtj(jll by the court.

The defendant objected

to police reports and witne s stutenen s a cached to the presentence
L~p()n
slloulc~

fOl- th..: reason that suell mat tcrs

encing in a capital case,
an0

the

rt2cunsic..lcration,

llot DC consilll)rcd

anc.J.
n sent

hnvlng been ordered stricken

sa~e

to be disregarded.
3.

Sentencinlj Hearings

A sentencing hearing was held Friday, March 5, 1982, for the
purpose of hearing all relevant evidence and arguments of cowlsel
in aggravation and mitigiltion of tile offense.

The court adJourned

the hearing to Tuesday, March 9, 1982, and on such date the matter
was further heard and submitted [or the findings of the court in
considoriny the death pcnJLty.
hcarin~J

\VLrc:

(1)

further foundation
(2)

';'\\'0

to affon1 til"
for aclmi t

,~l,lt,c

L'lI1CC

for the defenclant to pre;)a!:'.:>

aggravating circumstances upon

'J

[0,-

~hich

relying.

FINDINGS OF TEE COURT

reilsons for continuinq the

-2-

()

the opportunLtc' to furnish
ffered exhibi ts, .:md

Clrgument as to the statutory
t.he state announced it was

4.

Fucts and !\rC;umeIlts found l:1
AggravClticn and Statutory
Aggravating Circumstance
found
Under Section 19-2515, Idaho Code

The defendant and Dovey Small were lovers, they left Bullhead,
Arizona and hitchhiked into Californ a to vist with various of
From Cal.lfor;lia they hitchhiked I,:ith

the defendant's relatives.

their destination being SOPlcwhcn' in ()n:'1ol1 Ivhere the defe:1C12nt
would obtain employment working in the woods.

They planned to

stop in Blackfoot, Idaho, where Dovey Small's two sisters lived.
In the r hitchhiking toward BL1C);foot,

lCtclilO, they had Ivith them
The:::,-

more or less lived off the 12nd 2nd several kind persons with
whom they caught rides bought them something to eat.
had a

.22 revolver;

he planned on

penny-an te. TllCY reached l'lalad,

Dove~/

Ic1a;lo,

werc= discussed and

(1

th~'

ldl1S

mor~

anci stayed in Cl motel for

Durin,) the t"veninq of April
arrivcd in Blackfoot,

no

CJ big time

Idaho,

The defendant

0

7, 1981, \,:h.'n the\'
the dcfencLlnt and

basic pl an h'as cOl1cei ved "".,-hereby

Dovey and Handy \vould hi tchhi k0 on to

~lontana.

Pursunnt thereto,

Ada Mangum, a sister of Dovey, contacted Robert M.

Bishop, Jr.,

who had a motor vehicle to lend assistance to Dovey and Handy on their
Ivay

hitchhiking frop.,

SOP1C

point alono, Interstate lligi>l'iay I 15;

perhaps from a point out of Idaho Falls.
expected that Hobert M.

The llext ITcorni ng it \,as

Bishop, Jr., would appear.

The thought

of killing Mr. Bishop had alro2dy elltered defendant's mind.

It

was determined to be advisable for them to go to MOlltana by way of
Arco and the hi']hlva1' which lcads up t'lrough Salnon,

Idaho

d

int_o 1'1ontana, because jobs mic:;ht be more readily avai lc'.ble in that.
area of Montana which is primarily anricultural and ranch nn.
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Mr. Bishop, Ada Mangwn,
Arco.

th~

They stc?ped on

th~
~a~

O~f~nOant

and Dovey orocceded toward

at a Lar ncar Atomic City, called

Sam's Place, where they drank :::ome beer und played some pool.
Either before departing that morninC) ilnd prior to arriving at
Areo

I

or perhaps,

both,

marijuana cigarette.

there was passed around among them a

The tJC!rtj os \,'cnt

through Area to a tov.rn

on

called Moore about seven milcs north of Arco.

There they went

to a club called the Antlers Club and again drank some beer and
played some pool.

J3ecause

Dovc~'

hoped Lo collect

SOW.2

money

owc'd her by Jacquelyn \'l!Jec'}e,;" Jlld becausL' i\da wantl'd to visit a
friend who lived in Arco, Denise Garner,

they proceeded to a home

in Areo where Denise Garner lived \vi.til her t,vo clllldren and a
boyfriend, Casey Wheeless.

Casey \·Jheeless ,vas the son of Jacquelyn
wac~

He told them Jaequelvn
a few miles out of Arco
to

~o

to Jacquelyn's

where the residence

to~ard

ho~e.

livinq in a tra ller home

Butte City.
w~s

Ca

The qroup decided

to accom9any

the~

to

theD

sho~

w~s.

Casey \'Jheeless in his vehicle aLd l?obert Bishop ancc. the defendant
follmved in Bishop's vehicle.

On the way the Wheeless vehicle

stopped, Dovey went back and conferred with Randy momentarily,
Randy gave Dovey the .22 revolver.
car.

and

Dovey returned to the Wheeless

The ver.icles proceeded and on the way Dovey stuck her arm

out the window and shot the
h'heeless residence

.22 revolver once.

l\t

the Jackie

Dovey \"as unsuccessful in collectinc) her money

and there was an argumc.:nt concerning Dovey's right to be paid.
f'.lr. Bishop favored the position tlnt Dovey was entitled to her
money.

The parties then returned to the residence of Denise

Garner where: thl2\' all wt-'nt

in f01-

0.

f(~\"

l~;inutes.

Dovey and Panelv

spent the time in the kitchen \,.'ith Casey Ivhoeless.

DOvoy told

Casey \"Ihoel ss that he "O\ved h,'r onc" and tried to '-let Casey
1'111eo1ess to kill ivJr.

Bishop so that she and the defendant could

take the 3ishop vehicle and Dishop's credit cards and be on their
\Yay.

\'Jheeiess deel inca to h3vQ 3ny l.h i ncr to do \vi th it.

Defenda:lt

and Dovey then inquired of Wheeless where they might find a remote
spot in the desert when' they cou] d k i 11 Bi shop and cover up or
burn h s body.

~ntlcrs

Ada ea led tho

man3ger-bartender,

Club and talked with the

Roy Helderman, and askQd him whether he wou d

buy her a beer if she brouCjht h m some business.

The group left

Area and proceeded to che Antlers Club where Dovey,

the defendant

and Ada exited the car.

The defendant and Dovey held a brief

conversation near the vc

J

cle·.

l\d3

h'ai t.E'c1 for Dove"/ nearer thc?

Cl ub' s entrace be,'ond earc;hot.
tho bar.

The ('efondant and

~·lr.

Bishop did not como in.

Dovey

and Ada engaged in a pool game with two mon and each drank part
of a

beer.
DefcncL1nt and Hr.

Bishop drov,·

tC)

an old gravel pit when'

tll'-.?Y prepared for target pructi C:0.

tlJroucrh the arr!1, the chest alld into the backbone.
defendant approached and in
into the brain of i·lr.
with Mr.

,"'1

fter

f

xecution style placed four bullets

Bishop.

Minutes after defendant had departed

Bishop, he appeared just inside the door of the bar and

summoned thc women to leave.
the bar.

The

The absence of ;'lr.

'l'ile;

immediately proceeded out of

Bishop and ti1e presence of his car

suggested a quest on propoundc,c1 by one or the other of tIle' \,;omen
as to Mr.

Bishop's whereabouts.

Pandy replied "I killc'd him.

I

shot him oncc in the stomach emel five times in the h"3cl."
Disbelief was expressed and Randy said he would show them.
Thereupon Pand)' drove

'::;1(,

vehicl,' to the old gravel

pit situatcd

The women observccl Hr.
Bishop lying on the ground.

With defendant driving, the p3rty

of three then proce"ded in Mr.

Bishop's car toward Blackfoot.
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As Dovey sat upon Hr.

ackat

BishoF'S

betvleen the two passenger se3ts
she examined Mr.

(which was on the console

in the

The defendant and Dovey cautioned

Bishop's wallet.

]'.da not to say anythinCj about tIle ni1ttler.

us,~d

proceeded to Pocatello ,,,here tl1F:\'

slip.

Ada was let out at
Dovey and the defendant

her trailer home in the Blackfoot area.

to buy gasoline.

cle)

front of the vcc

one of Bisllo;)' s credit cards

The defendant fnrged Bishop's name on the purchase

Dovey had left her dog with Ada's daughter.

i\

call \vas

made to l\da advising her that they y;ert? returning to pick

U,)

the

do'].

Police responded by

occurred and tht? police were informed.
proceeding to the Mangum residence.

Dovey and the defendant arrived from Pocatello and proceeded to

=

Lr

bowling alley near Ada Mangum'

l\.dats home,

d

i 1 c: rhome.

They phoned

inquiring of noticed police activity there,
This

,vas relayed to the police and
These facts proven at
hereby made,

stoc1y of the dcfendan

trial

and

lnformation

rcsul cu.

ccmpc.ei tillS court's finclincj,

that beyond co reasonable doubt defendant in til("

perpetration of the robbery of Robert M.

Bishop, Jr.,

inflicted

mortal nun shot wounds accompanied with a specific intent to
the death of Robert M.

Bishop, Jr.,

circumstance,

is encompassed by aggravat
wnici1 is found beyonu ("1

a human being.

L-(~LlsOn~iL'J

ca~S0

This conduc:"

Idaho COlle 19- ::;1

(i')

(7) ,

l: l:oubt.

Defendailt's argument aqa inst the aqCjri1vating circumstance found
IA'3S

that defendant's trial

te,;ti rr,oci

of tht? shootinq \vas accic1c'ntal

Lo the effect that his iJart

and tlnt Dovev Sr.,all administ reed

the coup de grace shoulc: Lc be 1 i c'VCcl.
In this,

it is urgued
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tin:c period requiled Ly

-6D.,

1 i

r:::

pathology opinion between the first shot to the body and the four
shots to the head, when consider,'u \"i tIl the travel

irle involved,

was longer than the defendant's absence from the bar as estimated
by the witnesses.
Defendant's first version

(to the police April 9, 1981) was

that Dovey's and his dog playfully bit his heel and caused
the gun to discharge killing Bishop; that his next recollection
was going back to the bar to get the women, telling them what
happened; and at their suggestion, going back to sec if Bishop
'--vCiS

Zllive; tryiny to lift Bishop; 10,,\'ill'1 beciluse of ilcinq scared.

Ex. S at tri;:tl; Ex.

F at sentencins hL:arlnq.

Defendant's version at trial was that he accidentally shot
Bishop, returned to the bar for the women and went back to the
scene where Dovey Small t.ook the gun unc1 pumped five shots into
Bisilop.
Defendant's version al

tri al concel"ning the shoot

Ill)

\-I~l

u

pure fabrication.
The argued discrepancy bC'th'c',,1l \"i tncss estirr,ates of time ir,torval of defendant's absence from the bar, 15 to 30 minutes, vis a v s
pathology evidence and opinion as to the time interval between the
first shot and the four head shots has basic problems.

The

evidence of the absence interval is strictly estimation.

The

pathology evidence and opinion can be satisfied by 5 to 10 minutes.
The round trip travel distance by road is 5 to
upon the chosen route.

7~

miles depending

There is no necessary discrepancy.

The import of what the jury found is irrelevant to the court's
findings as to the statutory aggravating circumstances.
19-2515 directs court findillYs to be made

UpOIl

evidence.

1. C.

The jury

verdict simply triggers consideration of the death penalty.
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For what it is worth:
The different methods charged in count I of the Information
as to committing murder of the first degree:
and premeditated murder;

and

(2)

(1)

felony murder,

wilfull, deliberate
resulted in jury

verdicts of guilty as to both m.cthods of committing the I:1urcler.
The court's instructions as to the elements of the criffie3,
murder of the first degree, and robbery,
thereon,

and the guilty verdicts

reveal that the jury found beyond a reasonable doubt, the

defendant planned to rob and kill and did rob and kill Robert M.
13i:;hop, Jr.

In addition,

the JU

conspiracy to commit robbery;

[ound defendant: 'Juilty of

these as to the victim,

Robert M.

Bishop, Jr.
Aggravat

circumstance, Standard 7, which has been found

by the court in this case beyond a reasoliable doubt is a standard

which is specifically or obj

ively measureable .

..'-v_s__ .__ G~e--=-:'C.d__-,---a, 64 L.

~

49 L.

Ed.

Cd.

:2 d

39 (),

2d 859,

03

(197G),

. 2 ( 1 9 8 0);

a 1 s a s c c'

~r:.c:'SL'J__\':3'

for s rnilarity of the aggra-

vating standard applied and crime involved.
In addition to Standard 7 the State argued the applicability
of Standard 6.

"By the murder, or circumstances surrounding

its commission, the defendant exhibited utter disregard for human
1 ife.

fI

I.C.

19-2515(f) (6).

Standard 6 is said to reach the cold-blooded, pitiless slayer.
born,

631, P.

2d at 201.

In Osborn the Idaho Supreme Court

stated Standard 6 overlapped with the statutory aggravating
circumstances of I.e.

19 2515

(f) (2),

([) (3),

(f) (5).

Bv parity of

reasoning Standard 6 could well overlap with Standard 7.

In thiS,

can be said that one who plans to and docs murder to rob the
victim has exhibited an utter disregard for human life.
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it

The court believes th"t tho

iJrOCC:lLll'O

enp1oYl2c; in tho scntencing

cl2cision is not a mere countincj proccscc; of ">:" number of aggravating
circumstances and "Y" number of mitigating circumstances, but a
reasoned judgment weighlng the facts of a case meeting an aggravating standard against mitigating circumstancl2s to determine
State v.

\Alhcther imposition of death penalty is rr,andLlted b'/ lav,/.
DixoQ.,

283

So.2d 1, 10

(Bistline, J.

(Fla.

1973)

()shor~,

631 P.

2d at 208,

concurring).

It is gleanl2d, perhaps to tilo contrary, the Idaho Supreme
Court is of tho view that all statutory aggravating circumstances
found will cJo into the v"l Udt ion process whereby tho statutory
aggravating circumstance or circumstances are balanced against
mitigating circumstance or circumstances found;

that an I2rroneously

found statutory aCjgrilviltinc} circumstance or overlappiny statutory
.::lqCjr()vCltinC] CirCU1:1stancc

c()'-.Jlcl

~lpSL't

avoid any such potl2ntiZll prolJlc'r;\, ,mel

th,-~

balancin~j

fl~r

ant.;

cnarilcter);
com;nitted;

(ns

631 P.2d at

counsel raised several broad

circumstZlnces, to wit:
environ~ent

Osborn,

concurring).

In mitigation the defendant's

baCKground anD

To

the further reasons

Jforc;mentioned, this court rc'jc'ctc; Stancl"rc1 6.
198 and at 210-211, Bistline, ,J.

l)roccss.

ndieators of

Cne de cndant's deyree of

~crsonality

cnl~a0ility

and t11e defendant's potential

the

def~nlLJ.nt!

and

[or the crime

Lor rel1ubilitation.

,Hi tiga'cing circlllnstC:lflces.
(a)

I Ii s tor lC~1l

l'clC t s

lJrOLhll1 (,

and circumstances or t11e::

'1\10 defelluanL,

lIe is

unL1~rric~.

in

scope, JsiJc tnl? 2acts

crin'!c~

.) male C':t~lcdSi()n,

Vias

Dorn

t~over;lbcr

3/

19b1.

s

yo,mq wor,lan for ",cl:iods of tillie over "
cnild was born to tne \'ioman dur
ilis mother,
Pont,il"p--i,

is dqe

Karen l'ontinq,

Ill!

tilree year SP,:lD.

'"

til s relationship.

lS aCJe 38.

Ilis fa cher,

.James

38.

Defendanc was born and raisoJ in Califol:nia.
tne 11th grade,

and nas expel:ience i

welding,

painting, auto

mecnanics dnd tl:ee service.

fiction.
yroup called tile "VilCjOS."
The defendant hild confrontations with Dovey Small's former
~ardLlour

in

wil1nin~J

11cr OVCL~.

Llrea ts.
His mother describes nim

~lS

;110110\,/

She also

close to his parents ilnd siolin9S.
as easily led by females.
WllO

readily takes blame'

alcohol related problcills.

I'll.

Zlnci

charilcte~izes

nim

COJlChl,:t of others.

Defendant describes himscl

Or. Gill:Y Paine,

I

His aunt characterizes Ili;n as one

rOl~

variety of illicit drugs,

an(l easy qoin\J

as a

social drinker with no

Defendant speaks of havinq

used d

ilnd navinq no dependency on them.
0.

LiconscJ Psychologist,

testified to

tne effect that d('fend,l1lt has no qi'!Cl:1tic disorc1cl:S,

but

diLlgnostic cate(Jucy' \v]1ic;1 ILl:" d VclLiety oC features associatel;
witn it,

such as:

2.

Tendency to Jo things
ti1an self; ~Ind

3.

A poor

of

or

tdC

scI
149

iJ

t)leasure ot- othors,

lack

of life goals.

rCltncr

4.

r-1ood con r us ion

~l(j t.

f

know i n~:

i10\y

he fee 1 s

fronl on2 sit-

u,'ltion to tile next.
The doctor describes defenua t
dull-normal range

(a low-average 1.0. score of 82); age-

wise in late Lldolesccnce;
bei110 im!?ulsivc,

intellectually as in the

cel.~tCiinl'l

anc1
a

~l~l\llnlJ

_lS

EuJ

]Ui.:]\..;!',

those less adequate ur capable.
fendant twice in June,

t~12

anu

c11aract.cristics of
i~ely

to lead only

Tlie uoctor ;lad tested tile de-

1931 and o2termineu

t~at

he was responsible

for ilis actions.

r~~ort;

a juvenile felony proceeJin0 involving burglary, grand

tneft and receiving or withholding stolen property,

for which

defendant was on probation [or abuut a year and a half.
The defendant's specific urgings as presented at the sentencing
hearing are that the defendant:
1.

is a young man

f

only nilh;tccn years old,

that he

is

not a hardened criP1inalj
2.

has had little or no involvccLlen
justice system;

3.

has not previously engaged in conduct endangerino
persons or lives, conduct during his nineteen
.
years does not show that he deserves to die;

4.

is quiet, kind and gentle und does not have i1
vicious personality, th:lt he
s weak not vicious;

5.

is a follower not a leader, that he was led by a
woman whom he thought he loved, Dovey Small;

6.

is easi 11' taken advantac]e of by others;

7.

has some drug and/or alcohol problems;

8.

cOl1unittcd his crirrh':s Dccausc' Df impUlsive bch:lvior;

9.

did not have the intent to kill at the time of the robLery;
and

10.

v;i th the crir.linal

was lying when he made inculpatory statements in letters
and in post-trii11 conversations because of a desire to
protect Dovey Small.
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The:: specific urgings are to an extent interrelated and many
of them bear on the general mitigating issues of youth, background
and environment, culpability and rehabilitation potential.

For

that reason the following discussion and findings must necessarily
deal with the urgings in a somewhat composite manner.
Defense counsel urges the youth of the defendant as
a mitigating factor.

This court is of the opinion that age

standing alone has very little import in mitigation where the
defendant is not a minor.
(1977)

adult.

In Idaho the defeLclant is responsible for his crime as an
I.C.18-216(1):

TLe dC'fendant is nm"

twent~'

yeClrs old.

He WClS njneteen when

he conspired, robbed and murdered.
49 L.Ed. 2d 929

(1976)

(defendant 22 ;'eilrS old at time of the crime:

death sentence affirmed).
The tJresentence re!;)ort,
statc::ments,

1n part

throu(~h

t.ile C:cfendant S
I

'n

Q\..

shows thClt the dc:fc'nciant ndS C'xperience 1:1 fa)tters

of life, such as:

use of street drucs at the age of lweI

association with a motorcycle c;roup and tatooin'J of ;lis body at
the age of fourteen;
fifteen;
a

felonious criminal activity at the age of

and a live-in relationship with a young woman prOCl.UCll"J

child by the age of seventeen.

matters as factors which weigh

The court considers these
st evidence proffered in

Initigation as to the defendant's inexperience, and easy-going
character.

The court finds that the defendant is a "street-wise'"

ninteen-year-old whose own statC'l1:ents show a pattern of crinina 1
behavior beginning at the age of twelve,
criminal record

p~ior

to this time shows only one contact wjth the

justice syster.1.
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It is urrJed that the defendant has loot previously engaged
in person or life-threatening conduct.

Except for the present

murder and report of threatening gunplay in the record this appears
to be true.

However,

standing as a bare assertion with the

noted exceptions, the court finds not inC) remarkable about this
fact which entitles it to weight in

mitigation.

Urgings of counsel direct attention to contended attributes
of the defendant such as a claimed characteristic of being easily
led by ,,'omen.

The only evidence proferred in support of this

clajm is the general testimony of tilL' defendant's mothc:'r.

No

specific examples to illustratc or support tllis averred cllaractccristic are found in the record,

test imony or sentencing inforI1.ation.

The defendant tells of being interested in girls an(l his
history reflects an ordinary affini tv tm>!ard the op[}osi

Sl~X

.

TIle sentencinq report indicai:es tllC1l the defzcndant lived \vi til
young woman for periods of timc over a three-year span.

.2

To the

court this docs not show d0I11ination b\' \vomcn, but rat:her a I11ale
attraction for the female sex.
While Karen Ponting's characterlzation may have been true
of the defendant at some time when the defendant was in his
early teens, it is not supported as to his later teenage years.
The court finds as to any in luencc Uovey Small may have
exerted, defendant \vas no less than an e(fual conspirator, and
as aforesaid, was the killer.
Defense counsel has urged the' defendant's impulsiveness in
mitigation, seeking to tie it to the inability to decide what
actions to take before acting.

'I'lli s urqi ;19 strangel

conflicts \{ith

the defendant's mellow and easy-going character attributed
by his mother.

However,

_0

him

Dr. Gary Payne testified thClt one of the

defendant's minor character defects is an inadequate impulse
control over anger and feelings.

The

doctor stated that

this

-impulsiveness, as CUHlf:.Jared to

I;10St peoples', means that the defendant LS
abouc the limits of a particular course

ss likely to think
action.

0

That is,

that the defendant would not be as likely to be concerned about
difficulties that might follow from engaging in certain behavior
as would most pe:oule, whether the conscc(luences be le'}al,

financial,

or otherwise.

~ersonal

The defendant's handwritten letter to Dovey Small, dated
June 28, 1981, weighs against the claimed characteristic of
impulsiveness

(Ivit11 the l'1eaning given it

conmi t tin'} the instant cr LInc,.
be up for life

in~risonmtent

~..)erson

acts of

t

defense counsel)

in

','he: dcftenc:dnt statted that he will

shOUld someone try to hreak up him

and Dovey once he: is out on parole.
de~cndant

bj'

This at least shows that the

has contem L) latcd and cons idcrcd futtlre v}J;lence asainst

and tends to negate the cletim that the past violent
the

c1~fcndant

sten'..!;lcc1

from

211

inabil ty to c1c:cic1c v.,rhat

actIon to take, rather thall from a conSIdered decision to act
though without reSlard

to the con seq uc:nces.

The cour

finds that

any impUlsive tendencies of the defendant are not renarkable.
Defense counsel argues that the defendant's degree of culpability is mitigated by his use of alcohol and/or drugs.

The

evidence fails to establish any suiJstantial degree of j;'pairr.lcnt
of the defendant on the day of the crimes,

1 8,

1981.

To the

contrary, the information available to the court shows, and the
court finds, that the defendant had a good memory concerning many
of the details of that day's events
perjurous version of the kill

(dis

ng the obviously

defendant gave at his trial)

dispelling any inference of intoxication or impairment.
Defense

counsel addl tio;1alll' urqcs that the defendant is not

a vicious individual, sUf'portilhJ that conclusion with the premises
that he was led by Dovey Small and acted on impulse.

The court's

prior discussion concludinq that the defendant was neither led
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by a woman nor acted on impulse, combined with the court's finding
as to the facts of the comrlission of the robbery and murder, dispel
both the premises and thus the conclusion urged by counsel.
The defense argument seeks to dispel post-trial admissions
made to the effect that the
shots into Bishop.

def~ndant

in fact fired all of the
the post-trial statements

Suffice to s

of the defendant simply disclose hl5 intent to rob and specific
intent to murder

Bisho~

were deliberated, premeditated and

performed; all as the court has heretofore found from the evidence
at trial.
Oliw r

betl-Jeen Dovey's attorney and dlc'fcndant which took

l~l

defendant's trial and occurred in preparation for Dovey's trial.
Sxs. A and B at sentencing hea

Therein defendant tells of

shooting Bishop in the body,

then of his

four bullets into the head.

Ex.

B, P.

execution-st~·le

20; Ex.

A, P.

2.

shoot
Variously:

defendant sates he didn't think of killinq Bishop until they
arrived at the scene of tJ1C murc1c:r (Ex. ""
thought occurred on the way

(Ex.

B, P.

P.

IS);

3; Ex.

B, P.

14.

The

and he ,vas thinkins

about it at the time he and Dovey and Casey Wheeless talked in
the kitchen at Arco -

his mind wasn't made up -

for sure he was going to do it

and found or re ected,

(Ex.

A, P.

he didn't know

4).

havineJ bc;C'1l CU1"~~Ldl'red, do not outweish

the gravity of the statutory '''J(Jrdvdt
6.

!HJ

circumstdDcl' ::ouncl.

?easons \'1111' Death Penalty
l'ias Imposed.

The court found in writtcIl -Fl·llC'l·1100
tIle- st a t u~ory
~
.
1
~o
aggravatlng
standard, I. C.

19-2515 (f) (7) ,

"']'i1e murdC'r was one defined as

murder in the first degree by Section 18-4003, Idaho Code,
subsection ... (u) . . . , and it

ViGS

Clccomplished with specific intent

154

to cause the death of a human beinCj".
The court found the mitigating circumstances in the record
set forth and considered, in writing, do not outweigh the
gravity of the statutory aggravating circumstance found so as
to make unjust the imposition of the death penalty.
In the premises, and perforce>

I.e. 19-2515(b), it is the

duty of the court to impose a de0th sentence .
DATED and DONE this

.~ / (:h

JiL.--

dJy of I·larch, 1982.
)

District Judge
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STATE OF

I DI\i!O,

IN AND 1'01\ TilE COU~~TY OF BONNEV Ii..,LE

vs

rlSOll,

for Butte County,
Tlle

L.

defendant

in open court.
WClS

()C tl10 infot-lll:1tioll ti Lt-:d ~hl~~inst til~ defet)t..Llnt
-.::rilrlC:s of r'lurder in t,)C 1"1 L"st Deqree., Conn
1;

Conspiclcy to
III;
2.

sentcl)Ce

duly informed as follow.;:

CUDU1.l

i.J.lld COllspiracir

Count

";llr~l'L',

C(Y!!1111it

J

1;

Hobbery,

LO~:

PolJix,ry,
Count

Cuunt

IV.

tIle uefi2nc1ant ' s con'1ictiOl), OJi verdicts of tlle jur)'
of guilty, 011 each of the four counts.
Of

investl"-j,-lti~)n,

ali(t

CO:1VCIIL(!

Se!!ll..?llclny

~lC',_1.rln(JS

SL'S,

circumst3lJ

JUDGMENY Of CJNVICT10U

in

j'uc

C1CCUtU-

faunu that tile ,nitiyatincj circumsLlllcCS
tile dgg r av a tinlj c irculns tZl!1ces f

legal cause or reason
~ronounced

a0ainst the defcndan

.3

firedr,n

Deqree,

lt

this time;

docs render

its

>lurcJcr of tde Fi st ;)egrGc

and of the possession anc].

ill tnE' COdll,iiss

of

t)i1

tile'

crilllc ,

and

l~:"3e

of

trial

he'

in a m,lililcr prcscclbed by Ll\v,

Board of Correction,
,'la! 25,

dt

tOll"'Ns:

jS

Count I -

of tht? Fir t

tnc Court havin(J fOund no

,J!Ll

ldciql'lcnt and sentence shoulll not be

\';;1/

jUclqmenc: of conviction,

) as to make unjust the

OUlle:

i;nposition of the deatn penz-:ilty;

l'ound do not outVJeigh

on

19i32.

]S

au]udqeu ll1l2 dcrl'nddl1c is cju.i.lty 01 Cunspirclcy

\:c tile: custody

to Co;nni

term of not to excecci 30 years.

CI\l.'':T

J I 1 --

l<obbery
is yuilty of Robbery,

of tne cri,ne,

and that he

DL'

sentenced to tile custody

of tne IdahO State Boaru of Corrcction for a
o f t her cst

11 i s

Jl i1

to run consecutive

tC)

to COfl1nnt HObbc;ry,

and

0

f

t

i.l r

a l l i f l';

such fix,-:d

t;l~1t

and for the use

tCt"iil

P~1;·),C
C'CHVII"i'!,);,

of

0

£

il

life.

;lC bc sE'ntencc;c1 t() tJ1C custO(l'y'

of the IdalIo StClte B03rd of Correct_ion

JUJ)(;[1Fi'J'j' OF'

fixed term

157
-,_

for dn incietcrminClte

term of not to exceed 30

ye~rs.

All sentences not eXJressly provided to be consecutlVQ
shall run concurrently.
Defendant is remanded

~o

custody to be delivered to the

Idano State 30Jcd of Correction in execu ion of those sentences.

DATED tl1is 27L1 day of ,'larch,

1982.

')

.. i.

/

I:,:-L.:(_~«:_ ~_;-~__~,_~-;{~~_~:~~~

ARi00LD ')'. 13Fl~Bl;
District Judge
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